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SCRAP BOOK
FOOTBALL ...... 1933
News Items in this Book 
are from the Providence
J 0 URNAL--BULLETIN. 
Unless indicated otherwise
Providence College Strategy Board
Frank “Junie” Bride, Head Coach Archie Golembeski and Joe McGee, football Renters at the Smith Hill 
institution, who predict one of the finest teams the. Friars have ever had, this season. This trio knows 
its stuff.
Here are 11 members of the Providence College varsity football squad 
: who in all probability will be in the starting lineup for Sunday’s game 
with Niagara at the Cycle drome: Left to right in the line—Dexter Davis,
: right end; Charles Burdge, right tackle; William Kutniewski, right 
: guard, John Schott, centre; William McCarthy, left guard; George
Boyle, left tackle; Oliver Roberge, left end. The four men in the back- 
held, left to right, are: Capt, Joe Wright, right halfback; Carroll “Red” 
Gould, quarterback; Anthony Barbarito, halfback; Irving Katznelson, 
fullback.
Capt. Joe Wright, above, head coach Archie Golembeski, left, and 
; Freshman Backfield Coach Jackie Brady, right. The Friars will play 
a full schedule of ’Varsity, Junior ’Varsity and Freshmen games this 
■ ' year and the students at the Friars’ College look to the best season 
in the gridiron history of the school. Brady is a former star quar­
terback at P. C. Capt. Wright has put in a long summer keeping
himself fit out in the open.
To Play Leading Roles in P. C. Football Drama
Providence NEWS TRIBUNE
Brady And McCormick Added to
Friar Coaching Staff ,
P. C. CARDS BUT 
, ONE HOME GAME)
Niagara U. Only Team 
Listed to Play
Here
NEW COACHES ADDED
Practice will Begin on Sep- 
tember 14.—Have
Veteran Line
Rhode Island football fans will have 
to do most of their rooting for the 
Friar gridaers at long range this fall.. 
The 1933 football schedule recently 
released by the Providence ■ College 
Athletic Council lists only one game 
for this city—Niagara University, on 
Sunday, Nov. 5.
Outstanding departures from the 
usual conduct of football affairs at'
P C are the elimination of the lengthy i 
pre-season drill period two additions I 
to the coaching staff, the reduction of 
the varsity schedule and the develop­
ment of junior varsity and Freshmen 
activity on the gridiron.
Changes in the football staff, accord­
ing to John B. Farrell, graduate man­
ager make Joseph P. McGee of this 
city ’ varsity end coach for the past 
two’ season, head coach of the fresh­
man and junior varsity forces, with 
two new assistants. Charles McCor­
mick also of this city, a star tackle 
on the Friar teams several years ago, 
will be line coach of the first-year 
Luad1 while John V. Brady of Paw­
tucket brilliant quarterback of the ; 
Friar 1931 team, will assist with the 
backfield men.
Begin Season Oct. 7
For the first time in years the play­
ing of a September game has been 
eliminated, and the Friars will open 
their campaign on Oct. 7, when they 
visit New Brunswick, N. J., to play ; 
Rutgers. Last year Providence and 
Rutgers battled to a 6 to 6 tie in the 
opener. The actual football drills for 
the locals will start Sept. 14, four 
days prior to the start of college 
classes, and the freshmen will be 
called out for drills on the 19th.
A squad of 60 candidates, including 
20 lettermen, is expected to report for 
the initial varsity practice. Captain 
Joseph M. Wright, of Staten Island, 
will head the backfield aspirants, 
among whom are such outstanding j 
players as Barbarito, Landry, Gould, 
LeBlanc, Rennick, Healey, and Soko- i 
lowski. A veteran line is available for ; 
play, with such lettermen as Davis, 
Roberge, and Gobis, ends; Boyle, 
Burns, Burdge, McCarthy, Lawler and 
Adamick, tackles; Mathews, Kutniew- 
ski, Owren, Katznelson and Cusack, 
guards, and Schott, Feit, and Tienney, 
centers.
Coaching Staff
Coaching staff follows
Varsity: Anthony A. Golembeskie 
(Holy Cross, ’23), Head Coach, 
Thomas H. Bride, Jr. (Providence, 
’27), Assistant Coach.
Freshman; Joseph P. McGee (Provi­
dence, ’24), Head Coach. Charles C. 
McCormick (Providence, ’31), Assist­
ant. John V. Brady (Providence, ’32), 
Assistant.
Varsity Manager of Football: Domi­
nic J. Matassa, ’34. Varsity Captain: 
Joseph M. Wright, ’34.
Providence College Football Schedules
yarsity:
Saturday, Oct. 7—Rutgers at New Brunswick, N. J. 
Saturday, Oct. 14—Holy Cross at Worcester.
Saturday, Oct. 21—Springfield at Springfield, Mass. 
Saturday, Oct. 28—Open.
Sunday, Nov. 5—Niagara University at Providence. 
Saturday, Nov. 11—City College at New York City. 
Saturday, Nov. 18—Lowell Textile at Lowell, Mass. 1
Junior Varsity:
Saturday, Oct. 7—Yale Junior Varsity at New Haven. 
Friday, Nov. 17—Harvard Junior Varsity at Cambridge.
Freshman:
Friday, Oct. 13—R. I. College o£ Pharmacy at Providence. 
Friday, Oct. 20—Holy Cross, ’37 at Providence.
Friday, Oct. 27—St. John’s Prep, at Danvers, Mass.
Friday, Nov. 3—Dean Academy at Franklin, Mass.
Heart Coach Archie Golcmheski, felt, and Capt. .Joe Wright are shown as they watched the Providence College 
football players go through their..fiaces.segterday. . ....
32_PLAYERS REPORT AS
I.FRIARS OPEN FOOTBALL
PRACTICE
Equipment Issued, Plans 
Discussed for ’33 Season
Rain Prevents Outdoor Work; 
Another Session Scheduled 
tor Today.
Active preparation for the coming; 
football season by the Providence eol- 
lege football players was delayed until 
today because of yesterday s lain, but| 
despite the Inclement weather, a num­
ber of the details synonymous with the 
launching of a college ca™'
paign was taken care of by the ath­
letic officials, coaches and candidates.,
Tt was planned to'hold morning and' 
afternoon drills yesterday Unless rain 
' I interferes with the plans of the. coaches 
Usain today, two practice sessions are 
{scheduled for today, one at10 o clock 
in the morning, and the other at 2.30
thThirty-twonplayers, including 17 let­
termen. were on hand yesterday when 
Mead Coach Archie Golembeski briefly 
outlined the plans for the’ season.
Equipment was issued to the, players 
and after they had registered with Stu-j 
'dent Manager Don Majassa and met1, 
Golembeski, most of the day was utll- 
iiepd in renewing acquaintances, discuss- 
i ing football in general and vacation ac-
tS There was tai optliftistic trend to the. 
talk of the players, and in sizing them 
up, one could readily observe that, the 
Friars will have a heavy team, as there 
were a number of huskies among , the 
group in the gymnasium. Bigger than 
them all was Cliarlie Burdge of Warren, 
210-pound veteran tackle, who is eager
*!f°AUCbut'four of the 31 lettermen re- 
. All but four indication of
arnlng the players for com-
ImSSS7 Those missing were George . 
mg games. in°» j. tackle; Lou
WJ 2»j- sar*
Golembeski began his ninth season as 
coach of the Friars, and although he did 
not say such in words, he appeared high­
ly optimistic over the coining campaign.. 
Archie was full of smiles and. like his 
players, he is also eager for work to be­
gin. After his talk with the boys, he 
journeyed downtown to visit “Junie” 
Bride, his assistant, to further plans for 
today’s opening drills.
* * *
There will be more coaches than ever 
before with the Friars at Hendricken 
Field. Besides Golembeski and Bride, 
there will be three Freshman coaches, 
Joe McGee, Johnny Brady and Charlie . 
McCormick, all former Dominican foot­
ball stars. McGee, who was 'Varsity end 
coach last season, will also help with i 
the ’Varsity work. This is the third sea­
son for Bride and McGee as Friar i 
coaches. 1
The Dominicans will have around , 
! three weeks to prepare for the annual « 
.'opening- clash with Rutgers on Oct, 7 I 
and this means considerable work will ' 
have to be accomplished during this 
short' time for the hard game antici­
pated.
Seven lettermen were lost through 
-graduation, ineligibility and dropping- 
out of college by players. Those who 
graduated were Bfeter Gilligan and 
"Franny” Dromgooie, ends; Capt. Owen 
Callahan, tackle; and Ed Mardos&y guard. - 
Charlie O’Keefe, outstandihg fullback, 
will return as senior, but he has played 
'three years of ’Varsity football, having 
' served two with the Friars and one with ;
St. Bonaventure. Ray Croteau, former 
. Durfee luminary, who excelled in a half­
back role last seasoh, and Phillip Del- i 
Vecchio, outstanding line plunger, have ; 
dropped out of college.
i' The Friars have.capable replacements i 
for tlie loss of the linesmen, but the
l backfield will offer a problem. O’Keefe 
was a standout at fullback, a player who 
could carry the ball, punt and pass. He 
will be hard to replage.
A number of capable halfbacks will be 
available and they will be headed by 
Capt. Joe Wright, a fine ball carrier and 
blocking back. Others who will be de- 
pendect upon for backfield duty are the 
sPeedy Anthony Barbarito of New Haven, 
nr ^10 of flushing, L. r„ John 
faloan of Cranston, Paul Healey, of New 
l^£olcL^n<J Henry Shanahanof New 
York. The latter was a member of the 
junior Varsity last season and he is a 
brother of Bill Shanahan, regular half­
back with Pennsylvania last year. Henry 
practiced punting with is brother dur-
Bill is- one of the 
Quakers best kickers.
Last year’s two quarterbacks. Gould ' 
and Omer Landry. Rhode Island's out- ■ 
standing schoolboy athlete during 1932. 
will again take care of the field general’s 
job. Most of the punting will be shared 
between them during the 1933 cam­
paign, according to present plans. Both 
are also excellent broken field runners, 
making many long runs last season. '
At present the outstanding candidates 
for the fullback assignment are Charlie 
Rennick, former Hope athlete, and Ed 
Sokolowski, who played with Cranston 
two years back.
Veteran players are available for all of 
the line positions. Davis and Roberge 
have been varsity ends during the past 
two seasons. There is a wealth of 
tackles, all of whom have seen consider­
able service. Dick Burns, Joe Adamick 
Bill McCarthy and Burdge provide the 
Dominicans with capable tackle ma- : 
terial. Besides the above players, other i 
tackle candidates aye Bill Sujlivan and 
Dan McQueeney. ex-La Salle athletes.
Bill Kutniewski, Lou Mathews and 
Irving Katznelsoh, three of the best 
guards the Friars have had in years 
will take care of the guard berths. Jack ‘ 
Schott. Abe Peit and Patrick Morrison 
are players who. have had experience at 
centre. Schott Was the tegular pivot- 
man-last “year and Felt also won hi 
letter.
t * ♦
Tile players reported various activities 
to which they devoted their time during 
the summer. Capt., Wright spent £ 
leisurely summer, spending part of the 
time getting into condition at Chicago 
.Fair where he got a real workout making 
his way at the exposition grounds. Dex­
ter Davis did farm work. This has been 
his usual summer occupation since liis 
high school days at East Providence. Ro­
berge. Burdge. Landry played baseball. 
George,. Cusack, guard candidate, cut 
grass in a cemetery; Felt worked with 
his father in a garage, Btarbarito was a 
playground instructor and took part in 
track meets. LeBlanc was a camp coun­
sellor. and Schott was a policeman at 
Bud Lake in New Jersey.
Following are the players who reported 
yp'-x”’dav:
' Ends- Davis- Rob---.., Peter Gnbis. John 
McHenry and R y MrVInney.
Tackles—Burdge. Perns. Adamtck McCar 
thy. Sul’ivan McQueeney. ' .’
Guards-■ Kutnte-wski. Katzneison, Wallace 
Planka. Cusack, Orlando D’Attl, Joe Lee and 
Eddie Morin. , , 0 and
Centres Schott. Felt ant] Morrison
Quarterback—Landry.
Halfbacks—Wright, Shanahan. Barbaritn 
Sloan’’ Lambert Barque. Joe Balzanelli, John
Fulibacks—heglanc and Rennltk.
’Varsity Concentrates on Offen­
sive Plays During Hour 
Battle.
1 Seeking to'de'vel'op a punch in his' of. 
fence, Coach Golembeski sent his Provi­
dence College ’Varsity squad through a 
■ one-hour scrimmage against the Fresh­
man eleven yesterday afternoon. The 
first-string team concentrated entirely 
on its offensive plays and had possession 
of the ball during the entire hour of
scrimmage.
Previous to the scrimmage the Friar 
line squad engaged in contact work,
’ with an offensive line attempting to 
break through the defence and stop the 
ball-carrier. Gould. Shanahan and Per- 
i rin, three of the many candidates Coach 
Golembeski has tried in his search for a 
capable punter, were sent through a
punting drill.
During the actual scrimmage lineups; 
, meant nothing as players were sent in
and taken out repeatedly. The team 
which started against the Freshmen con­
sisted Of Davis, Burdge, McCarthy, Felt,: 
Lepre, Burns and Roberge oh the forward 
wall, and Gould, Wright, Sloan and Katz- 
nelson in the backfield. Katznelson' is 
being groomed on offence as he already 
possesses defensive ability. Another 
backfield which took part ip the scrim­
mage Included Landry, Healey, Shana­
han and Rennick. Ted LeBlanc was 
senti in for Shanahan after a. few plays 
and maybe used as a halfback or full- 
t back during the season ahead as the
. occasion demands,
The Freshman team, which also had
many substitutions during the after­
noon, more thah held its. own against 
the ’Varsity and the latter.found the, 
yearling line not easy to penetrate. When 
the first-string eleven took to aerials 
and long end sweeps it made more prog- ; 
ress. After the scrimmage Coach Gblem- J 
beskt pointed Gut the errors made by 
the first-stringers and held a short peri­
od of'contact work to give the players ■ 
a chance to make corrections. -
FBIfflS SCRIMMAGE
AGAINST FRESHMEN
' ....»-------------------- .....
I joe W right,j
|
FRIARS LEA VE TODA Y
Dominican Hopes Are High I 
For Victory Over Rutgers
---- —---- . - --------------- -e--- . .---- ........................... ............... —......... . ... v . -u..
One of Heaviest Lines, in Years 
and Fast, Capable Backfield 
Ready for Action.
Today marks the last practice lor th«d 
Providence College ’Varsity football’1 
squad on their home field for this week 
as the squad leaves tonight for the Irin- 
to New Brunswick. N. J., where they will' 
open their 1933 schedule against‘Rut 
gers. ,
Hopes of victory are high in the Do­
minican camp for they possess one of 
the heaviest lines in years and a 
capable backfield. In spite of the fact 
that the Scarlet eleven defeated frank­
lin and Marshall last Saturday-they are 
reported to have played below expecta­
tions. With veterans available for every 
position and a group of strong reserves 
ready for substitute duty the outlook 
for the Friars, is good.
The perfecting of their play forma­
tions occupied the squad yesterday and 
the fact that each player was wearine 
the Black and White traveling Uniform 
added a touch of realism to the scrim
imaging. As the Friars will have a fairlv 
i light backfield this year passing will 
be an important part of their attack 
Among those expected to have a malor 
part in the aerial offence are Capt jo- 
seph Wright, Red Gould and Omer Lan­
dry On the receiving end the Friars 
beast of a capable pair of ends in Oliver 
,Roberge and Dexter Davis with Peter 
Gcbis and Bert Skipp as replacements
only ®.,few stl'ides, behind the regulars ; in ability.
Stalwarts on the line who have hern 
standouts in other seasons and who' are
eXf2Cnn, Z s?’Bpin for the ’Varsity 
aie Bill Kutneski, one of the finest 
guards who have ever been developed at 
the Dominican institution Ohio1 Burdge, 212 pound right tackle Job^ 
~ito S norr- BiU “C’Ca^
aTd Geo?ge2Bo^UX rtrt Pl7S
the ’32 eleven. J ' ■"strlnS tackle on
York TIMES
Rutgers Passes Its Way to 21-0 Victory 
Over Providence, Chizmadia Setting Pace
special to Taa Kw Tonic Times.
NSW BRUNSWICK, N. J„ Oct. B 
7.—An improved Rutgers team de- F 
feated Providence today, 21 to 0. p 
The Scarlet offense was greatly 
strengthened by the return of AT ii 
Chizmadia, veteran halfback. 3
Chizmadia was directly responsi- y 
ble for the home team’s touchdown 
in the first period. After an ex- ( 
change of punts Gould fumbled on j. 
his own 37-yard line and Twitchell s 
recovered.
Chizmadia passed to Hemerda for 
twenty-seven yards, and after two 1 
ineffectual line plunges tossed the I 
hall to Hemerda for thirteen yards ■ 
and a score. Heenan kicked the
g<Rtitgers scored again in the sec­
ond period after two drives had 
been repulsed by the Friars At­
tempting' to punt from his 20-yard 
line, Landry was smothered by the ; 
Scarlet’s forward wall. The ball 
rolled into the end zone for a 
aafety..
In the third ^quarter the home 
■ team counted more pointe ono- 
^hiamadla to*
— ‘ ~ - ... .. --- v-
----- . T
Hemerda, a thirty-yard pass from 
Frank to Hemerda and Bruni's 
plunge through centre. , , J
In the final period Hirschhorp | . 
intercepted a forward pass on his; 
37-yard line and raced sixty-three < 
yards for a touchdown. . ,
The work of Hemerda and Chiz-; 
madia featured the Scarlet's play. 
Coach Tasker made use of forty- 
two men, practically his entire 
Squad, in the course of the game. 
The line-up:
BD-I'GEBS CS1>. EPROVU>ENCfob(X
Heenan------------- ~ “ kTo/in,
Konuekt .-.-•••u.i..... ...........McCarthy
Grower .................. •LkLr-,“........... Schott
Twitchell • C ......... Kutniewski
“adir i.g..............
■ greumnrda KatMi
t SCORE BY PERIODS.
Rutgv.s ...... ............. -•••’ * «
1 Providence. ......................... 0 " u
L Touchdowns" Hemerda, Brunt Hirechhorn 
1 (substitute for Farnham). Point after
touchdown—Heenan. Safety—Twitchell- 
, ’ Referee—K. -D. Evans, Ursinus. Umpire- 
? A M. Barron, Penn State. Field 
I Wl Springer, Penn. Libesman-*^*
 Misws* ........................-__
Friars Fall 21 to 0 oefbre 
i Strong Ratgefs Aerial Game
Chizmadia Leads Scarlet to! 
Triumph; Hirschhorn Makes 
63-Yard Run.
Game played:
Octobei? 7,1933
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
New Brunswick, N. J, Oct 7 _-rt
Rut,„s A,
cently declared -eligible rw + 'Providence College Seven n the
Neilson Field here this St 21 to °’ on
Scarlet scored in afternoon. The 
goal line was never to dfnSOd' and its I 
last minute. The Queensm6®* Ulltil the ' 
cessfully even then 611 held suc“
ite at time °hiit & Blight favor-
showing its superiority * q’i\Ck *“ 
the opening kick-off ,,lzmacila ran
the Queensmen had started.5 th^fir t“*? 
a series of raniri fir» -- 0 the flrst °r 
Fkiars’ goal that continueTtmrO?,“i 
I the contest. With Len Franh*^ Sh°Ut 
terback, leading the ’team Vike^V^t' 
eran campaigner RUtgera 16 a Vet' : ■ stream and stored Upi(
utes of play. Two passes , JiE llnS min- 
dia.,one from Frank and on \°U Hemer- 
madia. featuredI the march Cu­mulated, when Chivi-nndi'f^1; whlcl1 ter- 
f«M «„ i8-i .'S^SS.»“««»-
ASKS?
featured by a. 28-yard Da« ™ dllve
DeMarest, which reached tile Friara'^ to 
yard line, where the latter held °v‘ 
downs as the first period ended M'
R cain-Vtd° mieanwh^e to'tht 
passed Without success over
tCamC When A1
1
the Friars held t yard llne where ■the 35-yard line ^7 *}*» b^k £ 
Merest- combination Chlzmadia-De- 
aerial for a 23 -yarri “ . worked another 
madia circled enrtV & ?nd then Chiz- 
Bruni crashed r„ JOr a first down and nan's try for^+b611^ Ior the tally. Hee
A Pass, Goum\Poitlt was wlde- 
the Dominican d td Barbarito, brought in the final pe®*° Rutgers' 27-yard i?ne 
attempted another £ ? when the' Friars 
tercepted for Rutt mI Hirschllorn in i yards for a;»ers a«d he raced 63
~SX.Tte ;»»
their opppnents’ one-yS«Wte late in 
pile game, but were held for downs
The summary:
Rutgers (21) Sgf ■
goSi, x. L,ei. <9
SgSKV- g.............................L *- McCarthy
Shi Sm’ ?’ &•••••**••*• •*. S-, KutniewskiBullard r. t........................r. t„ Burdge
Demarest, r. e......... .....................r. e„ Davis
Prank, q. b................. .................q, b Gould
Chizmadia,-l h. b............1. h. b„ Barbarito
Hemerda r. h. b............r. h. b, Wright (C)
Bruni, 1. b...................... f. b,} Katznelson
fecore by periods ...... 1 2 3 4
............................ 7 2 6 6-21
_ louchdowns—Hemerda, Bruni, Hirschhorn.
Goal after touchdown—Heenan. Safety—
Twicthell. y
\ Re*eree—R- D. Evans, Ursinus; Umpire— 
A. M. Barron, Penn State; Field Judge—W 
H. • Springer, Penn; Head Linesman—A b’ 
Maginnes.
Substitutions: .Rutgers—Walt Winika for
Kornicki, Phelps for Heenan, Updyke for Bul- 
ilard, hirschhorn for Farnham, Kramer for 
Frank, Wil. Winika for Grover, Griswold for 
Twitchell, Van Mater for Bruni, Paul for 
Chizmadia, Van Mater for Bruni, Heenan for 
Phelps,( Farnham for Hirschhorn, Grower for 
Wil. Winika Twitchell for Griswold, Nilan and 
Hemerda, Christiansen for Farnham, Kenny 
for Grower, Ferrara for Christiansen, schwen- 
ker for Paul, Frank for Kramer, Frederickson 
for -Walt. Winika, Gardner for Demarest, De- I 
marest for Gardner, Br<?llord :fof Updyke, Kor- ' 
nrcki for Walt. Winika, Gorham for Ferrara 
Grower for Kenny, Nilan for Hemerda, Van 
Mater for Bruni, Gardner for Demarest, Walt. 
Winika lor Kornicki, Updyke for Bullard, 
<x?^w.x^ker for Chizmadia, Kramer for Frank 
wil. Winika for Grower, Hirschhorn for Farn­
ham. Phelps for Heenan, Lang for Twitchell 
Maufredi for Hemerda, Derosa for Demarest, 
Keating for Kramer. Young for Britni. .Twitch­
ed for Bullard, Christiansen for Farnham 
Polmier for Gardner, Blumbefg for Keating’ ■ 
Providence-Landry for Gould, sidan for S 
Barbarito. Shanahan for Syoan, Rennick for I 
Katznelson. Flit for Schott, Gobis for Ro­
berge, Piarka for McCarthy, Gould for Wright 
.Burns for Burdge. __
Providence/to 
i Stress Attack
i ■
Against Purple
^BOSTON TRABSOSIPI
■ Golembeskie’s Friars Rebuild 
After Shock at Rutgers-—
Small Backs Handicap
.."~t“~ .. --..... — ~------- ----- •.--- ------ ________
• Line Adamant, font 
[ _ Pass Defense Weak■
So Rennick Will Start "Holy :- 
Cross Game at Fullback-—
. . ; Hard Gamfes Ahead...... li..; ....* •
Nineteenth of ' a 'series on forthM"'- 
prospects at New England colleges
Friday: Boston University. '
I Special to the Transcript;
I Providence, Oct. -—“Archie” Golem- 
i bes^, hlue-ribbon Iine and his Pony 
, backfield at Providence College is tbo 
' next patient for Dr.. Anderson at his 
i W‘i?rOSS footba11 clinic next Saturday 
! at Fitton Field in Worcester. “Archie "
- whose real name Is Anthony, doesn’t ex- I
te6am wi -b£y£ t0, defeat Dl’’ Anderson’s f 
team, which has been converted to Notre 
Dame tactics. For that matter, Golem 
besia aidn-t expect his boys to be st® 
by Rutgers, 31—0, last week-end in ttn 
season’s first tilt. With a backfield 
to his line, which is about 
history at P C “Ar«w» Uie ,best 111 
Rug© the worid. Under Z^D  ^
stances, the Friars, for such oZrt?"
Schoo? inalZ EasthiSa "A ^^ani 
troubles ® EaSt’ arQ having tlieir
ware
leg© of New ^0“ V16 CitV Col-
big town.” A l£ will be played in the
Lowell, Mass = 2 schedule will close at 
in that city 'Tia?Anst, the textile school 
for all their strnm d°ubUul if the Firars, 
forward to any ° hn,“ Payers, can look
Unable to Ben^P , 8'amGS this season, forward Wail,P etlate the Providenoe 
Rutgers took ta ®teel‘Hke combination 
and . with a co‘a the, aiF Jast Saturday 
receivers, pag °apl? of six-foot, two-inch 
Golembesk?asbsed right over the heads of 
secondary Was « • Even when “Archie’s” 
rectly, Rutge ® its positions cor-
torward Da | succeeded in completing 
Brunswick, ^te in the game at i
one-yard hn,.. ‘ •> the Friars reached the
i^dd1 rt0 tb© New fubstit:jtcs were pour- 
heA^or_d0Wn Jersey lineup, but were
..........antl the game was over.
os ton
Brilliants in the Line
1 Golenibeski frits .the dubious satisfac­
tion of having some eye-wideners playing
! on his team but, unfortunately, these 
'• stars are not scoring touchdowns. For,
I instance, Bill 'McCarthy, of this city, Six-
foot, one-inch guard, weighing 209 
i pounds, and Bill Kutniewski, also of 
; Providence, square-rigged 192-pounder, 
{also a guard, turned the eyes of the;
I Rutgers coach green with envy. After 
fthe game the Rutgers mentor, Warner, 
(Tasker, said he would swap the victory
fer-JiicCarihy and Kutniewski and, with 
them in the Rutgers. lineup, .held play; 
anybody in the country. Both Bills; 
played together in the line at Commercial 
High in this city and both ha,v.e been 
' playing for two years at P.' C. Kutniew­
ski' is also a basketball star at this great 
basketball college, claimant for the .New 
England court championship last winter. 
McCarthy is a former tackle. " ' ,
The tackles are also gems, particularly
Charlie Burge of Warren, this State, big-
> gest mar!' of the big P. C. giants on the
> line. Charlie, who weighs 212 pounds 
and stands 6 feet, 4 inches high, never
i played football in the hamlet of Warren, 
for the game is unknown there. But he ■ 
won a position in his sophomore year
, and he's still going strong as a senior.
, Charlie is the boy who created such a 
furore when in his debut as a college 
pitcher he twirled a no-hit game against 
Mass. State. The other tackle is George 
Boyle of Passaic, N. J., a former all-
! scholastic lineman at his local high 
! school. George, weighing 2D0 pounds 
’ and an inch over 6 feet, is playing his
third season on the gridiron.
Another veteran is located at- center,
; John'Schott of Newark, a 180-pound boy,
, who will alternate with Abe Feit, who 
1 has developed the past season. The ends 
next Saturday at Worcester will be Dex­
ter Davis, 10 pounds, and Oliver Roberge, 
195.', This last-named boy is one of the 
finest all-round athletes in Rhode Island. 
He is, serving his third year in football 
and he .is .also a letterman on the crack
! basketball' squad. He stands 6 feet, '2 
inches and comes from Bristol, Conn. He 
is varsity catcher and, between times,
[ studies enough to be a ranking student.
; Davis, a Negro boy from East Providence 
[ and Kent’s Ptill Seminary, has played 
[ two 'years previous to this campaign. He 
[ is also very tall and, like Roberge, stands 
[ out prominently as a target for. the for­
ward passers. _____ ______ ■
Friars Who Will Tote Ball Against Holy Cross Saturday
Left to Right—Omer Landry, Quarterback; Anthony Barbarito, Left Halfback; Captain Joseph Wright, Right 
Halfback; Carroll Guild, Quarterback
I Changes Due in Backfield
' There will be a couple of changes in 
the backfield before nest Saturday. In 
search of a better selection of plays, 
Golembeski will remove Carroll Gould as 
quarterback, and will start Omer Landry.-
; Gould, who was the outstanding school­
boy player three years ago in Rhode 
Island when he scampered for Cranston 
High, has not continued his brilliancy in 
college, due, perhaps, to a knee injury 
contracted on schoolboy gridirons, where­
as Landry, from Central Falls, has been 
his equal at calling signals and even 
surpasses the former Cranston comet 
running back punts. It was Landry 
' who turned . in the longest run of the i 
1932 season, catching a punt to gallop i 
70 yards for a touchdown against Bos-; 
ton University.
Captain Joe Wright of Statsn Island i 
N. Y-, brother of Bill it Pennsylvania’ 
and Tony Barbarito of New Haven will 
he the halfbacks. Cap’n Joe is the star 
■blocking, back of the outfit, despite h’s 
meager 158 pounds. Joe, who is only 21 
years of age, is one of the youngest 
college captains of the year. Barbarito 
is the fastest member of the squaj. A,3 
a schoolboy at New Haven he established 
the 220-yard record in the Yale inter­
scholastic meet. Tony w-on fame as a 
hall carrier as a sophomore; he is now -V 
17.-,-pound .hj'-fbjfek. .
! Charlie Rennick of this city replaces 
' Irving Katznelson as fullback for next
Saturday. Rennick is a line crasher. 
Katznelson, a former guard, is a better 
man on defense, Golembeski has decided 
i to forfeit defense for a whirl at offense, 
next Saturday, in line with “Pop” War­
ner’s slogan that the best defense is 
S the best offense, although “Archie” was 
a regular of the late Knuts Rockne’s 
j summer school.
That game at Worcester next Satur­
day should be a thrilling exhibition of 
good line play, although Dr. Anderson’s 
Crusaders will hold a decided edge in 
backfield balance and power. This week 
Golembeski has been drilling on pass de­
fense and hopes his team will make a 
better showing in this department at 
Worcester, although he is at a loss to 
know how to instruct his 5-foot 6-nclr-
; backs to prevent much taller players 
’ from grabbing passes. In this connec­
tion the new fullback, Rennick, stands
6 feet high and weighs 190 pounds.
____ ..................................... -...~..........
IRVING ^^elson
Recovers Fumble
—------------------------------- ,---------- --------------------—.—— - ■ . ........... —.
HOLY CROSS
Providence Gives j
Holy Cross Scare1
~ --..........- ...... .............. ....... .............’....
Crusaders Lead F riars Only by Two 
Points at Half—Purple Eleven 
Wins Out 14 to 0
Boston POST
_ wSrCESTER, Oct. 14—Nursing }
*n undernourished two-point lead' at 
the half, Holy Cross came back in 
the final periods at Fitton Field here 
today to score a pair of touchdowns. 
and beat a stubborn eleven from 
Providence College, 14 to 0. For 
aw> n e it appeare(j as though the epi- 
lC17f ?, fumkleitis in the Crusader ) 
' nCl ‘a w<?«ld/Possibly allow the
P™id5~ “> »»>< 
d. victory. .
DEFEATS FRIARS
BY 14 TO 0
PLENTY OF SCARES
There was real reason for worry on 
the part of the Holy Cross followers 
who on more , than one occasion sat 
■with fast beating hearts to watch their 
gallant favorites fight furiously inside 
their own 10-yard strip to prevent the 
Friars from continuing their marches.
For Coach Dr. Anderson, it was a 
-very good hall game to get out of the 
Way. His Purple team was having- one 
.-Of .those days when thing's Aent along 
’smoothly for a space and then the 
whole thing- would explode with a crash, 
‘Holy Cross wasn’t particularly up to 
.snuff. The backs were not picking their 
.spots and sometimes the liiie made no 
spaces. Defensively Holy Cross wouldn’t 
.get clicking until the "Friars were ready 
ito enter the scoring column. 
t Neat Running Backs
Providence had some beautiful run­
ning ball carriers, especially Landry 
and Shanahan. The way they invited 
(tackles and then hipped clear put the 
Crusaders to the severest kind of tests 
in tackling. Right at the very , start 
Shanahan, behind some fine inter­
ference, cracked his left end for 15 
yards and Landry, two plays later’, took 
!■* shot at his right flank and with his 
1 teammates functioning perfectly, he 
■raced down a path for 50 yards to the 
I Holy Cross 10-yard line before he was 
run offside. .
Right there Holy Cross took com-
■ mand and after four plays Providence 
i surrendered the ball on the rioly Cross
■ 25-yard line. Such runs as these helped' 
the Friars to pile up 204 yards on the ’ 
ground against 373 Holy Cross made,
. even though the Crusaders made a total 
of 12 first downs to five by rushing.
Air Attack Better
The Holy Cross air attack was better
^perfected as fivfe out of seven were suc­
cessful for 71 yards, .while three out of 
• eleven for Providence went for 40 yards.
Providence recovered four Holy Cross 
fumbles on the Holy Cr.oss 32-yard line 
and 35-yard line, and oil its own 17-yard 
line in the first half, and recovered an­
other on its own 23-yard. line in the s<;c-
,ond half. On another occasion Morris 
flopped on a Friar fumble on their 20- 
yard. line, but fumbled on the very next 
play, and Providence recovered. In 
spots the fans didn’t know whether they,
were watching football or basketball the 
way the ball was being tossed around.
After that first threat ot the k rial’s, 
the Holy Cross attack put on its pret­
tiest maroh, and without losing the bail . 
it went from its 25-yard line clear down 
to the Providence three-yard line, 
iHerlihy, Hoban and Cusick featuring 
the lygking.
Providence Stand
Providence put on a great stand and 
[took the ball on downs, but Landry i 
Imuffed the pass when he intended to i 
' kick out, and he was smothered by a . 
stack of Purple jersies for a safety, j 
Cusick’s fumble gave Providence a shot I 
down on -the Holy Cross 30-yard line, .
, and a first down was chalked up to the 
15-yard line, where the Crusaders again
stiffened and held downs. Britt later 
fumbled and Rennick recovered .-for 
Providence oh the Holy Cross 35-yard
■ line. ' I
A pass to Landry earned a first down 
on the 12-yard line and again the Briars : 
threatened, but dropped three yards and 
gave up the ball. Late in the half
, Britt was. earning a. first down on the 
Providence 17-yard line when he 
fumbled and the Frill's recovered; 
leaving Holy Cross with two lean
I points going- into the rest session.
Tables Reversed
The tables were reversed early in the 
third period when Shanahan fumbled 
; and Morris recovered for Holsr Cross 
on the Friars’ 20-yard line. The roars 
went to moans when Morris fumbled in 
turn. Holy Cross marched . back the 
kick and Captain Reiss took a short 
pass over centre for a first down inside
the live-yard line. It took four hard ; 
smashes before the Purple backs could i 
get the ball across for the initial i 
touchdown. The stubborn Friar de- i 
fence earned plenty of glory in that | 
gallant stand and it was the hardest i 
earned score imaginable.
A long Pass, Hobin to Tom O’Connor, 1 
put Holy Cross in the way of its final i 
touchdown when O'Connor made a 
pretty grab while surrounded by foes I
I on the 27-yard line. Britt swept ah 
end on a reverse to the live-yard line 
and in four more severe plunges the 
Friars, sagged just sufficiently to be ,! 
scored upon. Before tile final whistle- 
blew Hoban got away-a 70-yard punt. ] 
that helped feature the last period. /
The summary:
HOLY CROSS PROVIDENCE
Reiss, le ................. ....................... re, Davis
llurvey. H ........................ rt, Burge
Elanas'an. Ip: ............................... w Kutuicwskt
. Griffin. e....................... e, Peit
Reus, rg........................’.".7'is,' McCarthy !
Lmgaia, rt ..................................... 6’ u, Royle |
Kelley, re............................................................... jPl Roberge
Curran, ub .................................... 1|t) Landry
Hobin, fiib ................................... rtlb. Wright
Cns el/’ nr? .......................... lhb. Sbanahau
drv 1 Snl«(iln?~?'ro,'l'is' Bl'il,i. Safety—],ail- i 
. '>Moi,anrieJ!tl0l’s—Hul.v Cross: le. Bacardis !
’ Sf. Moran: ub, T. O Connor; 
i.ni.p- ?■ T- rb' Brill. J. O’Connor. Provi- dinee. Jl,. Katziieison: c, Scott.; It. Burns; 
m.rliuntb ’ -Gould; rhb, Landry: llih, ESfiTnjk bokolonski. Referee—1. W: 
n ■, w Innni,.,,^: H. J,owe. Head liucs- 
Era’kl ' b' ShnpiH'rt- Field judge—Norman
by peri ods:qSSX-L*?88 ..................2 0 « (i—u

""■ .... -— ~ i
I °n the left is, shown Johnnv nr-
s^PPeO on the one-yard line bv »S"’1<>r’ H°V Cl0Ss l«niB| *** j 
the third ouarter «i,u ' stubborn Providence College line in»«<*, going verred Nick Morris, Crusader .' I | 
1,1 the drop, Joe Cusl k 1 ’ 1 a°'™ of the game three plays later,
tnaklnsr an oioni ' > toriner La Salle Academy athletic star, is shown
L J‘t-yard gain for Hniv r-___  ....... .....
DOWNS FRIARS 14-0-
Holy Cross Beats Friars 
14-0 in Hard-Fought Game
Crusaders Halt Three Strong 
Dominican Drives for 
Touchdown.
Fifcton Field, /Worcester, Mass., Oct. 14. 
Utilizing its superior man-power ef­
ficiently, the Holy Cross football team 
j defeated the Providence College eleven, 
14 to 0, here today before 8000 specta­
tors, but the Crusaders received a real 
scare before they chalked up their third
straight victory.
Playing in marked contrast to their 
debut last week, the Friars turned in 
an excellent performance, and in the 
final analysis, it was only the more 
capable Holy Cross reserves who repelled 
their brilliant bid for triumph. The 
Crusaders received their sternest test of 
the season and they were fully extended 
to collect their total points made on two 
touchdowns and a safety.
It was only by the narrowest of mar- j 
gins that the Crusaders managed to keep 
the Friars from crossing their goal line, 
as on more than one occasion a Domini­
can player broke loose from scrimmage! 
. neaaed for an apparent touchdown only ' 
vto nave a member of the Holy Cross sec­
ondary halt his progress.
,‘imes durln8-the first half the
reaching /h Slthin scorinS distance, 
reaching the Purple 10-yard stripe on
on0anoCthe0ns and the nine-yard mark 
rvLunteher' But each time that the
the CrusariS threatelled their goal line, 
the usaders ro_se to defensive heights.
opening half’thS -?ensavag€ly Played 
their almnt; °he Dominicans made 
JXvn, successful challenge for
furiously bnawas caging hard and fuiiously and the baclc wei,g knifjn ,
endTfM ion taCkkS and sweePmg thf 
h slnningaiI1S> bUt this early ges-
: hVriert thPPi?thelr enel'gy- The Crusaders 
bidert their time and made their kill in 
twl~downs When th6y SC°red thelr
HOLY CROSS
Game played; October 14- ,1933
r ■ The two Holy Cross touchdowns came 
in rapid succession, the first being scored 
late in the third period, and the second 
produced early in the after an ex­
tended drive from the third period. The 
initial score came after a 46-yard maich 
with Nicholas Morris, Sophomore half­
back, going over from the one-yard line, 
and the second followed a 63-yard drive “th the PU “-driving Edward Britt also 
sc-v.ng from the yard mark i
Tlie Crusaders made a safety in the i 
i first period when Omer Landry, Friar 
I quarterback, fumbled the ball while at- 
; tempting to punt, allowing Peter Lingua,
238-pound tackle, to crash through and 
down him behind the Friar goal line.
Just previous to this safety, the Friars 
made a gallant defensive stand; prevent­
ing the Crusaders from scoring after the
■ latter had had a first down on their 
1 three-yard line. • * *
Not only were the Friars clicking of­
fensively, but their goal line stands
■ thrilled the large gathering and brought 
dismay to the Holy Cross bench. It was 
only after they had put up courageous 
defensive fronts thay the brawny Do­
minican forwards surrendered two 
touchdowns.
The Crusaders had first down on the 
p. C. one-yard line while they were man­
ufacturing then- first touchdown, but ! 
it took them four downs to score. As 
a matter of fact, Holy Cross utilized five 
ciowns to cross the goal line as on one 
play, and that was fourth down, both 
teams were declared off-side when it 
appeared that the Crusaders’ bid had 
i been halted, offering the Purple another J 
chance to score which they made good.
Again on their.;, .second touchdown 
drive, the Crusaders had to rush the ball 
i four times to score from the five-yard
line after having first down.
While the Friars stole the show with 
their excellent play, the Crusaders 
turned In a good all-round game. They 
acquired power and precision in their 
attack as the game progressed, and in. 
the second half, Holy Cross had a team 
on the field working mid-season form.
...
, It was Britt who turned in the out­
standing backfield performance for Holy
’. Cross. He relieved Joe Cusick at full- 
,back at the outset of the second period 
’and he made an immediate Impression 
ion the Friars. He was good for yardage 
every time lie carried the ball, and he 
certainly hit the Dominican line with 
savage thrusts. He was by far the most 
: consistent ground gainer on the field, 
and a driving powerhouse In action. He
made two 21-yard runs, one of 15, two I 
of 10, two of eight, and he ran back a 
punt 14 yards on another occasion. It ’ 
was his consistent, gains which paved 
the way for the second Holy Cross 
score.
Daniel Herlihy and Cusick were other 
Holy Cross backs who stood out. For the 
Friars, Henry Shanahan, who was mak- ■ 
ing his first ’Varsity start, was the best 
back carrier. He got off to a number of 
fine runs. Omer Landry was a constant 
threat with his excellent broken field , 
running, and in the first period it was a 
47-yard run around end which brought 
the Friars to the 10-yard line. Landry 
appeared headed for a score on this dash,
; but Herlihy forced him outside on the 
10. Bill Kutniewski, Abe Feit and Sill 
i McCarthy provided the Friars with a ' 
tower of strength defensively.
* * ♦
» « «
Another Purple fumble, this time by
Britt, found Renniek recovering on the
H, c. 36 to give the Dominicans another 
scoring chance in the second period, but 
after a fine pass, Wright to Landry, had 
advanced them to the 10-yard mark, the 
ball was lost-on downs. In the second 
period, a fine runback of a punt by John 
O’Connor and consistent gains by Britt 
advanced the Crusaders to the Provi­
dence 19, but a fumble by Britt prevent­
ed any scoring.
After an exchange of punts in the 
third period, Holy Cross started towards 
its first tally, starting from the P. C. 46. 
A 10-yard aerial, Hobin to O’Connor, 
started the march which ended with 
Morris scoring.
After receiving the kick-off, the Cru­
saders started again towards the P. C. 
goal and this time, the march started 
from their own 37. It was Britt’s ball 
carrying, aided by a 13-yard aerial, 
Hobin to O’Connor, which accounted for. 
the score.
The Crusaders made 17 first downs to 
eight by Providence.
The summary:
PROVIDENCE
HOLY CROSS (14) COLLEGE (0)
Reiss (Capt.), I. e........................1. e„ Roberge
Harvey, 1. t.........................................  t.. Boylij
Flanagan, 1. g.......................1. g„ McCarthy
Renz, r. g...................................r. g., Rutneski
Lingua, r. t....................... ..............r. t., Burdge*
Kelley, r. e...................................... r. Davis
Curran q. b................................... q. b„ Landry
Hobin. 1. b ............................... h Shanahan*
Herlihy. r h...............................r. Wright
Cusick, f. b..................................f. b Renniek
Score by periods... 1 ,2 3 4
Holy Cross .................. 2 0 6 „6—14
Touchdowns: Holy Cross—Morris, Britt. 
Safety-S-Landry (tackled by Jansa).
Substitutions: Holy Cross—Moran for Renz, 
O’Connor for Curran, Britt for Cusick, Morris! 
for Herlihy. Ricciardi for Reiss, Morandos for 
Srj£2“’ 4 OGonnor 'for Britt, Morandos for'
/• O’Connor: Providence, 
CollegA—Barbarito for Shanahan, Burns for 
Boyle Katznelson for Burdge. Gould for Lan­
dry, Schott for Felt, Shanahan for Barbarito, 
Felt for Schott. Burdge for Katznelson, Boyle 
for Burns, Landry for Guold, Sokolowski for 
Renniek. /
Referee—-J. W. Mooney. Umpire—G. H. 
Lo®,e'„Fle’d Judge—N. W. Fraad. Linesman —W. .H, Shupert.
The Friars started wily a bang, un­
leashing an offensive that caught the 
Crusaders napping. Landry caught the 
opening punt on the 15-yard line and j 
ran.it back io the 22. On the first play - 
from scrimmage, Shanahan slashed off 
tackle for 20 yards. ’ , Mck gained a
yard and then Landi y oKirted end for 
47 yards, being stopped on the 10.
The Friars appeared head d for a ! 
score, but an offside penalty spoiled their ; 
attempt and Holy Cross took the ball on ' 
downs on its 25-yard line when Renniek
■ was thrown for a 10-yard loss while at­
tempting to make a pass.
Here the Crusaders started ! a drive 
that carried them to the P. C. one-yard 
mark, but the 74-yard march was halt­
ed when the Friars put up a solid front.
A fumble by Cusick, which was recov- I 
ered by Shanahan on Holy Cross’s 39- ! 
yard line gave the Friars another scoring! 
opportunity late in the first period, but 
the advance was halted nine yards from 
the Crusader goal.
z . 1 ' ‘
Worcester. Oct. l^he strong 
Purple Crusaders of Holy Cross de 
feated the Providence Knars here this
' afThe “game was’ a nfie contest with 
SeveralSsanaeppy forward passes featur-
“For^the^first half Providence held 
ttp Crusaders to a 2-0 score. That 
tally comhig as a result of a fumble.
Tn the third period however, the Pil­
ars weakened' from the heavy attack 
and the Cross pushed over two touch­
downs Coach Golembeski, a Holy 
Cross alumnus,.had reason to be proud 
of his Friars today. They put up a 
stiff battle against ^ stronger eleven.
The game held the interest o 
large crowd until the Anal whistle.
FIRST PERIOD
Providence won the toss and chose 
to defend the west goal. Lingua 
k%ked off for the Cross to Landry 
who ran the ball from his 10-yard
11 Vend w by Shanahan and an­
other end run by Landry behind per­
fect interference gave X ro.vidence ; 
first down on the Crusaders 10-yard 
line. The 47-yarcl run was a spec­
tacular one. Curly drove him out of 
bounds and prevented a ,score. Capt. 1
’.Wright tried to circle left end and 
made five yards, but his team was 
off side and as penalized five yards. 
Another attempt by Wright was
, nipped by the Cross first defence. A 
I third attempt ended in the same man- 
I nerf Providence failed in two for­
ward passes and lost the ball to the
Cross on the 25-yard line.
Cusick on his first try hit the line
for five yards. He made it first down 
for the Cross. The same player made 
pight. yards through right tackle. With 
ball in mid-field, Cusick was 
stopped at the line, Herlihy carried
the ball to the Friars’ 25-yard line.
Hobiri made it .first down on the •
Friars' 14-yard line, . Herlihy went M 
through right tackle for six yards.
Cusick hit the line for two yards. 
Werlihv made it first down on the 
Providence three-yard line. Hobin 
tried to go through right tackle, but . 
was stopped at the line.
Herlihy was also held at the nne. 
Another attempt by Hobin carried the 
ball to the one yard line . Cusick hit .. 
the line on the fourth down, but lost 
the ball to Providence Landry fum­
bled the pass and a safety was scored 
by Holy Cross.
'Score:
Holy Cross 2
Frov. College 0 ■
Davis punted for Providence to the
25-yard line. . ■
Cusick fumbled and Providence re­
covered on the Cross lO-yard line. Ren­
nick circled the left end and made 12 
l yards. Shanahan made eight yards 
•and Rennick made it first down on
the Cross 15-yard line.
Moran replaced Renz at right guard ■
for Holy Cross. , Shanahan made fr 
yards around right end.
A forward pass, Landry to writ . - 
failed and the Cross got the, ball on
,1 its own 10-yard line.
I Score af^ntl"of’ l{rsr'perib'3T" 
j Holy Cross 2 ,
Providence Cqllege 0
SECOND PERIOD
O’Connor replaces Curran at quar- 
i terback for Holy Cross. Morris re­
places Hurlihy at right half. Janlak 
replaced Cusick at full. The Cross
kicked to Landry at' mid-field.
Providence again punted to O’Con- ; 
nor on the Cross 20-yard line. Britt i 
made five yards, but was stopped by ( 
Shanahan. A fumble by Britt was re- ' 
covered by Providence.
i ’ Ricardi replaced Capt. Reiss at left ; 
i end for Holy Cross. Landry made
two tries .at the line, but was stopped.
A perfect forward pass, Wright to
1 Landry, gave Providence first down 
, on the Cross 12-yard line.
Harvey again stopped Landry on an 
end run. A forward pass was incom­
plete.
Barbarite replaced Shanahan for 
i Providence.
Providence lost the ball on downs 
when Barbarito failed on an end run.
Britt made it first down for the 
Cross on its 39-yard line. Three tries 
at the Providence line netted only one 
yard and the Cross kicked to Landry 
on his own 20-yard line.
' Morandos placed Griffin at centre for 
j Holy Cross.
I A penalty of five yards was imposed :
■ bn Holy Cross.
Landry kicked to Tom O’Connor,
' who carried the ball to the Providence 
1 42-yard line.
Britt went through for 20 yards.
Burns replaced Boyle at tackle and 
Krielsen replaced Burge at right!
; tackle.
I Three tries at the line netted theJ 
Cross only four yards. On fourth 
dawn a forward pass was incomplete, 
but Providence was off side and pen­
alized five yards.
Gould replaced Landry at quarter./ 
tumble* and Katznelson re-!
bvXt ^idence. A. fumble 
CmHrtl^rfte,c°st Providence 10 yards, 
Gould kicked to mid-field.
?lost fiveeZdstried “ Sad rUt/and 
Om,,5°ri'oaild ,?ass was int(:rcepted by
Holy” CroU Td °f SeC°nd Peri0d 
Prov. College 0.
~ THIRD PERIOD ’ ,hJfeSr XtoXc BaiPba^ j
125 yards. ° “ 'd carried it back J
! Providence igXli^X the 
1 fumbled and i/was recovered bvX 
!ran on. the Providence'20-yaA
M°rrm fumble on th/play ! 
and Davis recovered for Providence 5« "S'X/'fc1 X2h“ ™ « W
Wrt. «ro»„ “Jh. ®d ’ “a' »«” 
j.Gandry punted to the Cross 40-yard
'»"“vS£“a E,n”“ “ M-'
theaCrXtOkic°Slet e “t forward P^ss, 
own 20-yard line Landry 0* his !
failed6™ the line | 
at mid-field. A forv d to Mori’G" 
to O’Connor, gave the r d P^s, Hobin
°n. tfee p™vi,d^e SO-^rd^im^XT I
idence" offside gave the Cross first 
I down on the 19-yard line. ■ Three 
.’shots at the Providence line gave 
{the Cross only four yards.
i A forward pass was completed and 
the Cross took the ball on four-yard
(line.
Three tries at the line failed and on 
j the fourth down Morris went over for 
'a touchdown. Harvey's try for goal 
! failed. i
, Score:
Holy Cross 8 
Providence College 0
On the kick-off, Tom O'Connor car­
ried the ball to his own 38-yard line.
The Providence eleven was beginning 
to show signs of tiring out under the 
heavy attack of the purple-clad Cru-
! saders.
Burns replaced Boyle at tackle and 
Knelson went in for Burge.
Score at end of third period:
Holy Cross 8 
Providence College 0
FOURTH PERIOD
Gould replaced Landry at quarter.
A forward pass Hobin to Tom 
) O'Connor gave the Cross 20 yards.
| Britt circled an end to place the ball
on the Briars’ five-yard line.
Morris made four yards around the 
end. Britt went over for a touch- 
idown. Harvey’s try for. a goal was 
[blocked by Davis:
Score: (.
Holy Cross 14 jj
Prov. College 0
Barbarito took the kick and carried 
it back to his 30-yard. line.
• Ckj4koiowski made it first do‘wn."' 
Landry replaced Wright. Gould kicked 
to Morris on his 25-yard line. Britt 
made it first down on his own 37-yard 
. line. Hobin punted offside and Provi­
dence took the ball in mid-field. Gobis 
I went in for Roberge.
A forward pass, Gould to Soltowo- ■ 
sko, made it figrst down for- Provi 
dunce on Cross 40-yard line. An off- I 
S1<^ CiOsi' ^le Friars five yards.
Gould punted after two forward, 
passes were incomplete. Cross took 
the ball on its 22-yard line. On a spin­
ner play, Britt made five yards.
A lS-ya^d penalty was imposed on 
Cross for holding.
Britt again tried the spinner play 
.and made 15 yards. Hobin kicked to ! 
Providence 14-yard line. A forward)
was dropped by Barbarito. A forward, ) 
Gould to Barbarito was fumbled and’ 
recovered by Landry, netting 12 yards’.)
Landry circled the end fro six yards. 
Gould kicked to Tom O'Connor who': 
ran it back to midfield.
Britt went htrough the line and was 
headed for a touchdown when brought 
down by Gould.
A 15-yard penalty was imposed on 
the Holy Cross, bringing the ball back 
jto mid-field, A forward pass by Cross 
.ended the game.
I Final score:
Holy Cross 14
Prov. College O ____ „___________ ...
FUME LAUDED I 
FDR PLAY AGAINST 
HOLY CROSS TEAM
S ______ ;"'7 ■
Experts Aver Dominicans Should 
Meet with Success in 
Remaining Games.
Football experts sitting in the press 
coop atop the stands at Fitton Field last 
Saturday were unanimous in their opin­
ion that Holy Cross had faced the best 
team that Providence. College has sent 
to Worcester since the inception of the 
nine-year warfare between these Jesuit 
and Dominican rivals.
The experts went to the game expect­
ing to,watch the Crusaders run rough­
shod over the Friars and obtain a per­
spective on Holy Cross for the future big 
games which await the Crusaders, but 
j instead they were treated to an excel­
lent, hard fought and closely played
'football game.
, They saw a Dominican team, which 
made a woeful showing against Rutgers 
i in its opener, rise to great heights to 
i hold a strong Crusader team on even
: terms through half the game and they 
j saw the Holy Cross eleven extended to 
the limit to make its two touchdowns 
after the Friars weakened a little in the 
second half, a natural let down after
their heroic efforts at the outset.
* » »
Praise came from many quarters to 
the Friars after their valiant srtuggle 
with the Crusaders. Fred Belisle, who 
is in charge of press arrangements at 
Holy Cross, said: “That was the best 
Providence College eleven I have ever 
seen and now that it has played its two 
hardest games, ft should go through the 
remaining games on its schedule suc­
cessfully.”
Arthur Sampson, writing in the Bos­
ton Herald, said: ’ ’t must be adimtted 
I" that Providence had a good, substantial 
; set of forwards, ably supported by the 
r'clsse, hard-tackling backers-up. The 
1 defensive features of the game were the 
; two goal-line stands made by the good 
Providence- llpe.”
< W- A'„Whitc°mb said in the Boston 
Globe: ‘Outstanding credit would seem 
to belong to the Providence College line 
throughout the game defensively.”
Writing in the Boston Post, j w. 
Mooney said: “There was real reason for 
worry on the part of the Holy Cross fol­
lowers who on more than one occasion 
sat with fast beating hearts to watch 
their gallant favorites fight furiously in-1 
side their own 10-yard stripe to prevent 
the Friars from continuing their
■ arches.
' - r, ■'
"Providence had some beautiful run­
ning bail carriers, especially Landiy and 
Shanahan, The way they invited tackles 
and then hipped clear put jbhe Crusaders 
■ through the severest kind of. .tests in 
itackling.”
Holy Cross won and deserved Victory 
■but the'manner in which the Friars ex­
tended the Crusaders to win was heart- 
er.lhg to the students and* the teany’e 
followers. It was pnly by a hairline that 
Providence missed scoring on two oc’caf 
sidns; and as there opportunities came i 
early irt the game, the scores, if they had 
been made, would have given the Friars a 
psychological advantage that probably 
would have weighed heavily in their 
favor during the remainder of the con­
test.
It was only a desperate' flying tackle 
by Herlihy that stopped the advance of 
Omer Landry in the first period, rt 
appeared that the little quarterback was !' 
off to a score, but Herlihy just managed 1 
to force him outside at the 10-yard mark. 
Despite this the Dominicans still had a 
chance to score, but an offside penalty 
after Capt. Joe Wright had advanced to 
the four-yard line, killed their hopes.
* * * *
Henry .Shanahan, who made his first 
’Varsity start, excelled in the backfield , 
for the Friars. This diminutive youth , 
was at home in slashing off the tackles 
and sweeping the ends, and a bright 
football future looms for him.' One of 
the mistakes of the P. C. quarterback 
was in not using more,end sweeps with 
Shanahan the ball Cartier. „ .
Another Friar who was making his 
first start and who excelled was Abe Feit 
at centre. He was full of fight and 
stopped many Holy Cross plays. Felt 
most likely, will hold the centre berth 
permanently. Bill Kutniewski, who is 
the best guard in Providence College 
history, turned in another excellent per­
formance and his play drew forth words 
of praise from the experts. Bill McCarthy i 
was another who did well in his new, 
guard assignment. ,
Today the Friars start preparations fori 
another hard game, as on Saturday they 
will journey to Springfield to play the 
Springfield College eleven which "gave 
Brown a har-l battle. This should be an 
excellent gfline, between two highly 
capable small, college elevens.
“MAN=MOUNTAIW
CHARLIE BURDGE.
TTERE’S ‘‘man-mountain'’ of the 
t O- Frovidei'ic'e CollcR'e"' football 
"squad that faces Springfield here
Saturday. He scales a- mere 212 
pounds and stands 6 feet 4 inches. 
A candidate for. All-American hon­
ors hv his sreat tackle play.
Springfield UNION
Maroons Have 190-Pound 
", Line to Crash Saturday
Forward Wall of Friars Needs to Bow* to No Other in 
New England; Burdye, Tackle, Weighs 210, Stands 
Six Feet, Four Inches.
Special io The Springfield Union, .
PROVIDENCE, R- I- Oct. IS—Still 
mindful of the scoreless battle staged 
on Pratt Field just a year ago, the 
Providence College varsity eleven, a 
veteran aggregation which knows its 
football, started intensive work here 
yesterday in preparation for the 
Springfield, encounter this week-end. 
No respite was granted after the 
gruelling and thrilling encounter with 
Holy Cross last Saturday, except that 
the first string players were allowed 
to take matters rather easily while 
the scrubs engaged in contact work 
with the freshman squad.
Against the Crusaders the Provi­
dence. team stood out in magnificent 
fashion, and its defensive play was 
such as to win the commendation of 
sports writers throughout the Massa­
chusetts area who sat in at Fitton 
pjgkL^nd watched Ute Friars outplay 
ther highly touted Anderson-coached 
outfit for the greater part of t,he tilt. 
The Friars, lacking an offense against 
Rutgers in the season’s opener, sud­
denly found new life against the 
Crusaders and outruslied the Purple 
/ollegi'ans until late in the gams when 
the strenuous uphill battle forced the 
local leant to weaken long enough to 
permit two big Holy Cross scores to 
he chalked up. At that the Crusaders 
had to take live smashes at the line 
from the four-yard mark before they 
were able to get the ball over for a 
score.
NeSt. I Saturday Providence will 
again be. ready to demonstrate that it 
has one .of the finest small college, 
elevens in the East, and a line that 
need bow to no other forward wall in 
the Now. ■ England district. If the 
Springfield batjks can break through 
the Friar’s giant frontier which boasts 
an average weight of 190 pounds tiiey-
wm have to set a dazzling pace. Only 
big Ed britt loo-pound Crusader full- 
back, was able to make.any headway 
against I lie Friars last Saturday 
while Rutgers was completely at a 
loss in tiying to gain by rushing
Providence will march into Spring- 
field with pretty much the same cbTb 
fTn11-1Cnr,Spw?tiSl-1ka St'!«ndld OXhibi-
Rristn^i h eW last falL Roberge, 
the Bnstol husky who has added a 
few pounds and now sca)es i98. wili 
at one end, while Dexter Davis briD 
bant colored wingman will be his 
running mate. In chariie B® 
whom Les Hart, Colgate coach, terms 
as an all-American if ever there was
fe’/ria^S huZ"
Burdm SWeet pair of tackles,
stan 31Slman of the Providence■ quad, stands 6.4 and weighs 210: 
bV^ld Bnyle afallS ShOrt °f llis weight. 
threeP/in1XsdS f* °f WS bi"
mid,- ItSK11?5'’ ,ocal voung-,?ter, who 
niado His- nmrk "•ffl'nrtapkir-tWy-yg®-.-.- 
ago and who was used as a sub last 
fall, has blossomed forth in a new role 
and now stands out as a" brilliant 
guard. Weighing 208 and stretching- 
over the six-foot mark • without 
trouble, McCarthy has, added the one 
link necessary to make the Friar cen­
ter a veritable iron-clad fort. Bill 
Kntniewski. flanking the pivot post on 
the oilier side of the line is a veteran 
of two seasons. Kutniewski was rated 
as the best gridder to show oil Fit- 
ton Field last Week-end.
-lack Scholt, senior center from 
Newark may be forced to Sve wS 
this Saturday to Abe Felt o*f Patter­
son. belt, a junior saw some action as 
a sub center last year, but last week­
end he drew his first major start in 
the Cioss assignment, and his. defen­
sive play against, the Crusaders is still 
a topic ot conversation in 'Worceste- 
and Providence.
Capable Friar Guard
_______ • bh
Bdi Kutniewski, who is rated as the best guard in Providence College 
football history, continued his excellent play against Holy Cross last Sat­
urday, and who is expected , to turn in another tine performance 
against Springfield College at Springfield next Saturday.
_____ ■ ' __ __  - , - - - ' X
Friars Seek First V ictory 
Over Springfield!oday
Two Fine Small College Elevens 
to Battle it Out; Indians 
Slight Favorites.
I Back iJ)to their own class alter mak-
' ins heroic but losing efforts to conquer!
' iS game, the Providence cd Springfie o, 
football teams Will meet Pratt!
•£“,**? ^priiigfield. Macs., o oday -in thej 
sixth gai'ne-of their series. -^is
Rated on a par with 
college elevens in New England, the ri i 
ars ancS the Indians should produce a
i close and interesting game. - Both E*S»ed 
: excellent football against Brown and
Holy Cross, and although defeated both 
came out of their respective games with 
a fair share of glory after throwing real 
scares into the camps of their more high­
ly rated adversaries.
. * « «
Providence will be seeking Its first Vic­
tory over Springfield today, as in the five 
frames between them the Indians have 
won 'three games arid two have been 
scoreless ties. One of the deadlock games 
occurred last season after a gruelling,
, nai-d-fought battle.
The, Indians will enter the game slight 
j favorites to win. but a Providence vic­
tory will be no upset. Springfield,Jias an 
unusually strong backfield, hesfded by 
Capt. Joe Shields, wliogave Brown'many 
anxious moments last week. The Bear 
coaches are still singing the praises of 
’ Shields and today he will be the man
whom the Dominicans will watch'closely. ;
Springfield has another star, back in 
George Govoni, the 170-pound fullback, 
who made considerable yardage against 
Brown. Sid Hughes'ls a fine field gen­
eral and W. Brown, the right halfback, 
is a good blocking back.
Against Springfield’s flashy backfield, 
the'Friars will pit a heavy, hard nharg- | 
ing line and a pony backfield, built upon 
the fine ball carrying ability of Omer
i Landry, the little quarterback, and 
Henry Shanahan, the 160-pound half. |
' back and the team’s latest find. Landry 
j and Shanahan made brilliant runs 
against the Crusaders, and if they shake
I loose today. Springfield will find itself: 
i in trouble.
> « *1 . i.l ’ .
Providence will take the field today
: with a new fullback, John Sloan, former 1 
Cranston high star, who will replace the 
injured Charlie Rennick, This will be 
Sloan’s first ’Varsity start, but he . has 
seen considerable service as a reserve 
The loss of Rennick will be keenly felt 
as he turned in a gbod game against Hoiv
. cross, both offensively and defensively 
; and his 190 pounds will be sadly missed 
| in the backfield. Sloan weighs 17,3
pounds.
As a result of Rennick’s loss, the Priar 
i backfield will average only 159 pounds
nine ess than Springfield, but in the
- lme the Dominicans will have a big ad- 
Bpvim'field61'881116 19 Pounds to 179 for
With the exception of Sloan, the 
Friars will take the field with the same 
' line up as they did against Holy Cross.
Ollie Roberge and Dexter Davis will be 
■ at the ends, Charlie Roberge and George 
Boyle at the tackles, Bill Iiutniewski 
and Bill McCarthy at the guards and
Abe Feit.at centre.
Feit made his first varsity' start last 
Saturday, winning the post because Jack 
Schott, regular centre last season, was 
injured. Feit turned in such a good job 
; that it is likely he will be the regular
j pivotman hereafter.
1 . » » »
i Davis and Roberge, the ends, will get 
a real workout today as the Indians aim' 
their offensive at the wings, and they 
were successful with their end sweeps 
against Brown on Saturday. The Friars 
have two good, rangy wingmen in Davis 
and Roberge, and if they play their usual 
games, the Springfield backs will noli 
find it easy to put them out of play.
The Friars showed a weak defence for 
aerials against both Rutgers, and Holy
Cross. Employing a 7-2-2 formation on 
the.defence,with the backs playing dan­
gerously close to the line. the Friars,left 
themselves easy prey for Holy Cross 
aerials last Saturday and it was fortu­
nate for them that the Crusaders did not 
try an abundance of passes, as when 
Holy Cross did resort to aerial tactics 
they invariably hit their mark.
* ♦ *
During the past five days the Friar 
coaches have been attempting to 
strengthen the Friars’ aerial defence and 
late yesterday afternoon, when final 
preparations for the game were being 
made, the coaches were still endeavoring 
to perfect their team’s defence against 
passes. |
Defeated by both Rutgers and Holy 
Cross in two starts, the Friars will be 
seeking their first victory today,-;' With 
the two big games out of the way, the 
Dominican players hope to capture the 
four remaiping games on their schedule 
and they are confident that their victory 
run will start Wjth Springfield as the 
first victim. ■ ■ __
Lighter Springfield Team
Is Slight Favorite to Win
Maroon Will Be Outweighed 19 Pounds to a Man in 
Most Important Home Contest Today but Stronger 
Offensive Gives It Pre-Game Edge.
Spr-ingfiel'
hepublicak
By HAROLD W. HEINZ.
Inspecting to be outweighed 19 pounds to a man in the line, the 
S’pfipgfield College football team enters its most important home, game 
of'the .season, that with Providence College, with its full strength avail­
able this afternoon at Pratt Field. Despite the fact it will have to give 1 
away considerable poundage to the Friars the Maroons are a slight 
favorite to register a victory over the .veteran eleven from the Clam Citv 
T <<? kickoff us scheduled for 2.30 o’clock.
Heavy Line. "*
From wing- to wing- the Friars .have 
a group of fast-charging forwards who 
either tip the beam at more than the 
200-pound figure or just fa.ll short of 
the mark. Charles Burdge, 212 pounds, 
Bill McCarthy, 20S, and George Boyle, 
200, are the giants of the Friars. 
Burdge is considered All-American 
timber. ' ■ 1
The experienced Providence line m 
doubt., will cause Springfield, making 
its second appearance on a three-game 
home slate, considerable trouble, but 
It seems to be the consensus that 
if the Maroons’ running attack fails 
to dent the formidable visiting line
ib® wRh.°ver iead ”ame WiU be gam-
The Maroons have had considerableWhiC hStheWi’h ,'^lr aerlal “ 
v inch the institution was noted for !pa^ thatheti°edd “ WaS ”
pass mat tied the score with Brown
last week only to have the Bruno-- !1 WatSr«ultedbT 'vith thesgre 
that resulted m Springfield suffering 1 ,/tn tTtbJr the season Pre!
bed disposed l?^n l®feat the Maroons 
had disposed of East Stroudsburg and 
Allegeheny without having their "oal 
line crossed. b r °osu
In Capt, Joe Shields ond si,, a 
Hughes, both triple threats, the Hill 
team has two dependables for heaving 
the pigskin. Charles Charton, a re­
serve quarterback, is the best passer 
on the outfit but he was erratic on his i 
only other-appearance at Pratt Field i 
If he is called upon to open up with , 
his specialties this afternoon, and he ' 
is clickisg, his aerials will be a treat 
for the eyes and there are expected to 
be plenty in the stands since" the game 
has the qualities to draw a bumper
; turnout. f 1
This Providence squad, which ha- 
i something like 20 lettermen, as com 
I pared to the Marons’ 11, has a start
ing line that averages 196 
which is plenty of poundage. Sprint 
field’s forwards average 177 ThJ back 
fields are more evenly matched" bow 
ever, with thc Friars registering about 
161 pound§|^^aringgeld 163. "
Springfield UNION
Springfield and Providence Players in Action Here Today
s • i c' 1 ^on ^atheson, Springfield tackle; No. 2—John Schott, P rovidence center; No. 3—George Boyle, Providence tackle; No. 4—George 
Smith, Springfield end; No. 5—1. McNeil, Springfield tackle; No. 6—Lan Cooper, Springfield guard; No. 7—Oliver Roberge, Providence end; 
No. 8—Richard Burns, Providence sub-tackle.
MAROONS BEAT 
PROVIDENCE BY 
SCORE OF 7 TO O
local Collegians Work In Third 
Period Gives Them
j Victory
nngfieid UNION
cmrin "field college defeated the Evidence college eleven, 7, to 0, in 
Jtio name- played on the Pratt field 
irWi?o" tllis afternoon before about 
fans An intercepted pass m the
& period paved the way for the 
tonly score of the game.
First Period Punting Duel
The first period was a punting dual 
between Hughes of Springfield and 
Landry of Providence. Midway m this 
feriod Hughes got oc a beautiful punt 
from midfield, which was grounded by i 
» Springfield player on the visitors’ ; 
one-yard line. Providence Immediat - i 
}y kicked out of danger. The teams 1 
fettled up and'down in midfield with , 
Springfield having a slight, edge in its '
' running attack. Providence took to ;
. the air on four different occasions . 
during this period, but was unable to 
complete a pass as the alert Spring- 
feld backs knocked them all down.
Springfield Scores in Third
Springfield scored near the end of » 
the third period after an intercepted ! 
pass. McNeil, right tackle for Spring- 1 
field, intercepted a Providence pass 
on the Friar 40-yard line and raced 1' 
to the two-yard stripe before he was 
pulled down by Kutniewski. Capt Joe 
Shields then smashed the lino for a 
one-yard gain to put the ball on the 
one-yard line. Shields again smashed 
the center of the line but could gain 
nothing. George Govoni of West 
Springfield was given the ball on the i 
next play and went through right 
guard tor the touchdown. Hughes i 
made good the kick for the extra | 
point to give Springfield a 7 to 0 lead. ;
Providence tried many long end 
runs during the third period with but , 
little., gain, the Springfield ends get­
ting in close and spilling the runners 
before they could get In the clear. 
The period ended with the ball on , 
Providence’s possession on their own l,
; 8&-yar4 Jine, _ . |
For three years, William McCarthy, former La Salle Academy athlete, 
has been a substitute tackle on the Providence College football team. 
This season he was shifted to guard and in all three games the Friars 
have played, McCarthy has turned in an outstanding performance.
Success at Last
f MID INS 
7-B OVER FRIARS
McNeil intercepts Pass from 
Gould to Pave Way to
Only Score. ;
i Game played:
October 21,1933
i Pratt Field, Springfield, Mass., Oct. 21.
—Capitalizing the one break that came 
its way to the fullest extent, the Spring- 
field College football team- conquered 
the Providence College eleven, 7 to 0, 
here today in a gruelling, hard fought
j battle.
It was an intercepted pass by Harry
McNeil, Springfield right tackle, in the 
I third period, that paved the way for
the Indians’ touchdown and victory.
With the ball in the possession of the 
, Friars on ,their 45-yard line Carroll 
“Red” Gould dropped back to throw
a pass, He was surrounded by three '• 
Springfield players and was almost I 
downed, but despite the inadvisability! 
of hurling an aerial. Gould threw the1 
spheroid aimlessly, and the alert Mc­
Neil grabbed the ball on the P. c. 40 and 
raced to the one-yard line where he was 
downed by Bill. Kutniewski, after the 
latter had made a brilliant chase in 
catch his man; After three rushes, 
Gonovi scored from the one-yard line
It was a heart-breaking game for th„' 
Dominicans to lose as un until tb- r. 
of the intercepted aerial tbav bn; Played the Indians i 'everv fc 
", the game. They had Stopped^h^mne^
?™,:pE“.xbu:x,,y. ”s«r'"s
X p?”»“<““«•« ..««■ foiled
i.f=s?sa <
three occasions in the first ha^8^ 
Friars were knocking■ at th®
goal only to have theater gathei then 
forces courageously and Ulei the 1 
front. Outside of McNentUP a solid 
staunch defence nut nn b'1 1 pass' the 
, when in the shadows of th-i ® Ifldial?s 
were the outstanding r gOal Posts 
thrilling game g features the
) tended driv^ from° ' tb,peflrlod tT an ex‘
I secured a flL S th flrst. the Friarssssw ,“s j»?kms •
downed after he had wu.h?81^0 was 
from Gould. It appeared8?ta/n°ri P?ss 
xTtoo hPfldPd o p rea that BarbaritoHre 1 elve but b 016 after he ^elved 
the heave but he was downed in hH 
tracks by Hughes. ea m nis i
• « *
Soon after this, the Friars attain war- 
heading for a score when two brillTtat
ddwn on tbe%Landry gaVe them a first 
down on the Springfield five but againdTOed V01 TUin thelr drive.,K 
wereS X ? five-Vard penalty, they
wherePthohrd1.^ack' to the 1Q-yard hne, 
he fighting Indians took the ball.
’ the FrVns an°ther march In this period’, 
a J hut? advanced to the Springfield 
’tb»in two hicompleted passes foiled
ei.r . scoring attempt.
SM,,,,... ' ' ■ , ”
Statistics of the game. show' that 
Providence niade 151 yards by rush to 
122 for Springfield. The Friars made t 
nine first downs to three by Springfield.
Offensively, neither team reached the 
heights it attained last week when both 
turned in scintillating performances 
. against Holy »Cross and Brown, but this 
was a natural letdown.
Capt. Joe Shields of Springfield made 
‘ the two longest runs from the scrim- 
image. They were good for 23 and 19 
J yards. Landry of the Friars also made 
‘ a 17-yard dash. Hughes, Springfield 
quarterback, was the most consistent on 
! runbacks of punts. He made returns for 
21, 16, 15 and 10 yards. Barbarito of 
the Friars ran back one punt for 26 
yards and on another occasion, Shan­
ahan returned one for 20. These were 
’the best offensive bits of the game.
* # # . ■.
Midway in the' first period, Hughes 
paved the way for a Springfield scoring 
chance when he uncorked a quick kick 
which caught the Friars napping, and 
'the ball travelled 56 yards to the P. C. 
two-yard line. Landry punted from De­
hind his goal line to Hughes, who re­
ceived on the Friar 40 and ran nine yards, 
to the 31. A series, of off-tackle thrusts 
and end sweeps carried the Indians to 
the P. C. 10. but. the Friar forwards put 
up a solid front and the Indians could 
not advance any further. On last down, 
the homesters tried a pas^, but this went •
'astray over tfie'goal line and Providence 
took the ball on its 20. Neither team
> had any other scoring opportunity dur­
ing the rest of the period.
, Shortly after the second chapter
I .opened, the Friars marched from the 
Springfield 36 to within one foot of
, crossing the Springfield goal. A pass, 
Gould to Wright, netted five yards, and 
another aerial. Gould to Roberge, gave 
the Friars a first down on the four-yard
; line. On this play Roberge made a re­
markable catch of the pass, leapihg high 
to grab the bail with three -Springfield 
men around him.' He caught the pass 
on the 15 and ran to the four.
<! * #
Landry lost two yards, but rushes by
’ Wright and Barbarito advanced the ball 
to the two-yard line. On fourth down, 
Gould completed a pass to Barbarito, but 
the latter was downed on the one-foot 
line to halt the drive.
On the return kickoff. Providence was 
off to another score. Landry caught 
; Hughes’s punt on the Springfield 35 and 
' he ran the ball back to the 24. On the
I next play, he knifed through tackle for 
a first down on the five, but a five-yard 
penalty and two incompleted aerials 
gave Springfield the ball on its 20.
.Later in the period, the Friars reached 
the Springfield 31 on consistent short 
gains from midfield, but again aerials 
failed to hit their mark.
Up until midway in the third period, 
the play was centred around, midfield 
and then came the turning point in the 
game with McNeil providing the high­
light. After McNeil ran 39 yards to the 
one yard line, it appeared that the P. C. 
line was going to halt Springfield’s 
touchdown bid, but on third down Go- 
voni made the score.
Becoming somewhat more determined 
by the unexpected break in the game 
which sent them §even points behind,
Friars-Springfield
Battle in Detail
I’rovi-’ Spring- 
dence field
College. College,
First downs .............. 9 3
Yards gained.
rushing  ......151, 133
Forwards attempted. 12 3
i Forwards completed 3 0
I Punts ...........................  10 „ 13
Distance of punts..304 ,',428
Kunback of punts .. 73, ,'. 61
i Fumbles...:........... 1. 2'
Penalties .................. 4 3
Yards lost on
penalties .............. 20 25
the' Pi-tars unleached a savage offensive 
drive , tor 56 yards. They started from 
their 10 and marched to the Springfield 
34, but, the Indians were equal'to the 
occasion when their seven points leari 
was in,danger.
On this march, the Friar backs were 
making ferocious thrusts at the line and 
they were sweeping the ends with much 
speed for short consistent gains. But. 
just When it appeared that a Providence 
touchdown was imminent, the Friar ma 
pJetelySPUttered- baItecl com"
1tRSoi n„s®tI<i .t,ook tMe bal1 on downs on 
1 Yith this went Providence’s 
lead. ° °Verc0»e the Springfield
The summary: I
Smith f®? m COLLEGE ,0)
Matheson. 1. ..................... *,*’ .^^rge
Cooper, 1. g........ ...............  •• - ‘4 J?'- Boyle
Kaminsky c. •«»»..... 1. £•>, McCarthy
ftefertan, r. g"1'"'......................Pti't
McNeil, t° ............... . .. ,r. g„ Kutneuski.
Rogers. „ ............................... L. Burdge
Hughes, q. b.................................. -1' ® Davis
Brown, l i, ..................... ; • •-I- Landry
Shields IC1 • V................,;1',,h",.,S!''sinahan .
Govoni, f j, • ............l>.,fWrteht (ci
Score by neriodt................1" "o ' “a SI4ane
OPpointaJf r Co1^ • 0 0 7 0—7
(place«ne,5t)r toV,chdowll.: SPringfleld-Hug  ^
fo?d'i™in»ti£tls: Providence College-Gould 
son S[lor it,„Var o',ril° for ShanahaV Kfalznel- 
wfw5,/ii'S0,l,e’ S1°ane for Landry, Boyle
« tor Smith’ for dS
for Hughes, Cooper 'for Kadi’* Thom ’ Greene 
Greehe, Bates for RogeS ’ Thompson tor
; Friars Hold Long Practice ! 
L to Improve Aerial Attack'
Determined to chaik up their first vic­
tory of the season when they meet Ni­
agara at the Cycledrome on Sunday the 
Providence College Friars went through 
a long drill yesterday afternoon with' 
passing formations coming in for- par­
ticular emphasis. Against Springfield 
the Black and White aerial attack 
clicked for several good gains, but 
chances to gain by the air route were 
thrown, away on a few occasions. Con­
centration in passing for a part of each 
practice session is expected to strengthen 
the Friars in this department with the 
result that the air lanes may be busy ‘ 
when the Pul-ple, Eagles invade the;
Cycledrome for. Providence College’s, 
only home ga,pie.
During yesterday’s practice Omer,
Landry and Red Gould, quarterbacks, 
were doing t.he majority of the passing 
and with Bill Kutneski and Bill McCar­
thy dropping back to cover the play 
there was nbthing lacking on the toss­
ing end. Most of the squad took part , 
in the passing drill with the rangy ends, 
Dex Davis, Pete Gobis and George Cu­
sack. doing a major portiorP'bf the re­
ceiving. Oliver Roberge, regiiiar end, 
was not out for practice due. to a late 
afternoon class, but willy take part in 
drills today and during the remainder 
of the week.
The competition for the post vacated 
1 by Henry Shanahan is still keen with
Paul Healey and Anthony Barbarito the ■ 
' outstanding candidates for tfie assign- ' 
ment. Charlie Rennick took part in his! 
first regular drill since the Springfield1'
game and is quickly rounding back into 
condition. His line bucks will give the 
Friars an effectice weapon when within 
scoring distance of their opponents’ _ 
^oal-line.
The athletic department announced 
yesterday that'tickets for the'Provi-, 
dence-Niagara game would go' on sale. I 
today at 64 Pine street in this city and ' 
at 31 Exchange street in Pawtucket.1 
Under the direction of Rev. Jordan F.' 
Baezsler, O. P„ the band has been.prac- . 
t.icing for the past two weeks and will 
provide music before and during the 
game Sunday.___>ikv .. .
Rennick Rejoins Squad; Healey,' 
Barbarito in Line for 
Shanahan’s Post.
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
SEEKS FIRST VICTORY
~............. 1
IN NIAGARA GAME
Rejuvenated Friars to Battle 
Every Inch of Way at ’Drome
'' a..Providence College football team,
defeated on each three of Its invasions 
in hostile territory, ..but imbued with 
a new found determination effected no 
doubt from the knowledge- that at last 
it will be playing on home' ground be­
fore familiar and sympathetic faces, 
meets the Niagara University eleven to­
day at the Cycledrome in the first Home­
coming Day game in the history of the 
Friar Institution. ' »
Alumni will flock from various sec­
tors in the East to the ’Drome and 
for the first time the team 1 will be 
backed by a unified group of graduates 
who have finally realized that it- needs 
their backing if there are to- be suc­
cessful Dominican football elevens.
Although it - will face a heavy, well 
drilled team, Providence rules the fa­
vorite to score its initial victory of the- 
campaign.. Repelled by Rutgers, Holv 
ICJ-oss and Springfield in the order- 
named. the Friars will be in a belligerent 
mood against Niagara.
It has been two weeks since the Do­
minicans have been tested competitive­
ly and each one of the past 14 days 
has tended to whet their appetites for 
victory. After a poor showing against 
Rutgers resulting ln a declslvB defeat, 
the Friais showed marked improvement 
against Holy Cross and Sprinefleld and 
lost only after close battles.
* * *
While its record shows three straight 
defeats and no points scored, Providence
TheW'KiaM8l«thanflgure8 M'111 indicate- 
nnri i g-Ve *he ^usaders a real scale and lost on an intercepted pass 
after they had outplayed their opponents
throughout the contest.
It is with this picture in mind +nQ-i- 
the Dominican alumni will g0 to watch 
their team play todav „ ,waacn
realize that thev have a v.-?6 graduates 
team than the records LT P?7rtul 
thay win be on St^i?"
Homecoming Tilt Expected to 
Draw Big Crowd with Alumni 
Enthusiastic.
• ai's was another'member of that cham- 
' pionship Commercial team to which all 
graduates of that school point with 
pride. All five of these players continued 
their brilliant schoolboy careers to the 
coljpge gridiron. Katznelson played 
tapJt.iS ori the Commercial team and he 
yis rated the best schoolboy lineman in
J--fe State. He will be in' a reserve role 
„oday but he will see plenty of action 
today over the Cycledrome turf, where 
Bupnanno, Caito, Capasso and JECutniew- 
sk'fgalloned to championship for Com­
mercial high.
* - * . .
Backfield players who. will make their 
farewell home appearances are Capt, Joe 
Wright. Charlie Rennick anft 'Anthony 
Barbarito. Rennick is a former Hope 
high player and returns to the lineup 
after being on. the injured list for three 
weeks. He was hurt in the Holy Cross 
, game and has not seen action since. 
Rennick will be at fullback today, which 
should greatly'strengthen the team’s of­
fence.
With Barbarito, Rennick and Capt. 
Wright in the backfield today will be 
Omer Landry, formerly of St. Raphael, 
who is the flashiest ball carrier on the 
team. Barbarito and Wright also are ex­
cellent broken field runners and it would 
not be surprising to see one of this trio 
get off to a long scoring dash.
_ The Niagara team held a practice ses­
sion at the Holy Cross field yesterday
i and left by bus from Worcester to Provi­
dence this morning. Niagara, which is 
coached by Sheldon Hecker, a former 
Niagara all-round athlete, a're expected : 
to give the Friars a bitter battle. This
. team from up-State New York has won i 
the championship of the Catholic Col-j 
lege “Little Three,” which includes St. 
Bonaventure, Canisius and Niagara.
The visitors boast a quartet of bril­
liant backs in McNally, McMahon. Kan­
tak and Godfrey and a line that is just 
about as heavy as the Friars’ husky front, 
wall.
In the last game played ' with t.h« 
Friars two years ago, Niagara lost 13 to Y,
NIAGARA HAS Dk LL 
AT FITTGN FIELD
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Worcester, Mass., Nov. 4.—Tire Niagara 
University football squad stopped here 
today en route for its game with Provi­
dence College at Providence Sunday 
During the afternoon ,the Purple Eagles 
worked out on Fittqn Field, which was 
made available to the squad by Holy 
Cross .athletic authorities. The squad i 
will leave at 11:30 Sunday morning for
Coach' Sheldon Hecker sent hls men 1 
through a two-hour drill on plays and 
pass defence and after the workout ex 
pressed his confidence in a Niagara vic­
tory. Niagara will be a match in welgh* 
for the heavy Friar line and will be a 
few pounds heavier in the backfield
Coach Hecker announced his starting 
lineup as follows: Charles CrumlUh 1. e.: Don Lynch, L t.; Frank So 
1. g.; Ray Silver, c.; Healey, r. g . ££ 
bons, r. t.: Joe Clotty, r. e.; Andy Mc­
Mahan, q. b.; Tom McNally, 1.' h b ' And,, 
tVermette, r. h. b„ and Jack'Godfre'y f b

OUT 7-fi VICTORY
jCrumlish’s Place Kick Adds f 
P^A^Hngs Triumph |
Both Touchdowns Come from 
Aerials.—Davis Scores for 
■■ '' . Providence Colleoe. (
After three lean and hungry Satur­
days the Providence College football 
team came near sharing a Sabbath Day 
feast with the Niagara University eleven 
at the Cyciedrome yesterday but its in­
ability to convert the extra point 
attempt provided the visitors from upper 
New York State with a 7 to 6 victory 
and undisputed right to the menu.
Each team made its touchdown on 
■ aerials, Niagara scoring early in the first 
period and the Friars in the fourth, but 
where Tom Crumlish of Niagara succeed­
ed in booting a placement for his team's 
seventh point, Omer Landry of the 
Dominicans failed, hence the difference 
between a tie and defeat for the Friars.
After a 28-yard aerial. McNally to Mc­
Mahon, had climaxed a 61-yard ^coring 
drive; for Niagara, the Friars, with de­
termination in their eyes, set out to get 
an equalizing touchdown. They came 
close in the second period when they 
reached the Niagara 20 but in the third 
the visitors kept them well checked.
# * #
In the fourth chapter, .however, they 
' succeeded after they had literally filled 
the air with passes. The pass which net­
ted the score was far from being per­
fectly executed. As a matter of fact,, 
fate interceded and smiled on the Friars.
Big Charlie Rennick threw a long pass 
that was intended for Anthony Barba­
rito, Dominican halfback , but the 
powerful heave deflected off a Niagara 
player’s arms into those of Dexter Davis, 
the end, and the latter scampered 15 j 
yards for a touchdown, the first the i 
Dominicans have made this season. This, 
scoring play carried 38 yards with Davis 
receiving on the 15.
There was silence among the 4000 
spectators as Landry dropped back to 
make his bid fop the extra point. Tire 
pass from centre Was bad, forcing'Lan- . 
dry to hurry, and his boot sailed under ' 
i the uprights -amid sighs of dismay from , 
the F. C. stands,
Providence College,
Niagara Statistics
, - -------
Providence
First downs ................. ® i
yards sained rushing.. »■'
Passes attempted . ;; j
Passes completed.,............  ■■ „
Passes intercepted by..i "
Punts .............................. !tl»!
Distance of punts.......... MS)
Bun back Of punts......... -| I
^Fumbles......................... | n
Penalties........... ■ ■ • •' 5 23
L Yds. lost on penalties.. .
^arne played: November
There remained enough time for the/
■' rontin ,SC°r!,ag.ain an^ they nearly did. I 
Continuing their aerial, tactics after 
Landry had run back a punt 14 yards 
m ;PrOvldence 40, the Friars "com­
pleted two passes that advanced them 
to Niagara’s 20. The first was good for 
19 yards with Rennick doing the hurlino- 
and Barbarito on the receiving end. The 
officials ruled interference by Niagara 
on the second aerial, netting the Do­
minicans 21 more yards.
With time for one more play and 20 ' 
yards away from victory, the Friars at­
tempted another aerial, but this time 
Rennick could not even get his pass 
away, so fast did the Niagara forwards, 
charge at him, with the result that he 
lost 20 yards. The final whistle blew and 
Rennick was still on the ground. .
Plashing their strongest offensive 
early in the game, it was not long before
| the vistiors had pushed over,their score 
After receiving the opening kickoff, Ni- 
agara staged a strong march that car- 
ried it from its 31 to the Providence 20, 
where the march petered out.
A 25-yard aerial, McNally to Vermette, 
was instrumental in this drive, which, / 
although not bringing immediate suc­
cess, provided that later on. An ex­
change of punts gave Niagara the ball' 
on its 41 and from this point the vis­
itors marched to a score.
Short consistent gains by McNally and 
, Godfrey advanced the ball to the Provi­
dence 28. Here McNally dropped back 
and threw a long aerial which Landry 
of the Fl-iars appeared to have well 
'guarded, but McMahon leaped high over 
Landry’s head to catch the spheroid over, 
the goal line. Then Crumlish added the 
fall-important exti> point.
• _ This was Niagara’s outstanding offen­
sive spurt and it proved enough for vic­
tory. During the remainder of the con­
gest, the Friar forwards awoke from their 
first period lethargy and held their op-
.ponents in check during most of the 
remaining time.
♦ * ♦
Statistics show that Providence had 
the edge in all but the score, but Niagara ' 
tvas ever ready to tighten up when the 
noin esters threatened to score.■’ ' The 
Priars had the edge in first downs, nine
t-/£iVe Ied in rushinS with 121 yards 
to 89 Niagara made alj of its first downs 
m the first period.
and ®odfrey engaged in a bril- 
fiant punting duel, with both getting off 
. swne lonS boots. Godfrey, especially i 
managed to make his Mpunts when
ceded, thus thwarting a number of P c 
j scoring chances. ' ' '(
' thwfaiIed to di^lay the form 
they showed in their last two games’
i against Holy Cross and. Springfield The 
r hne, especially, gave a woeful showing'
\ * pf00rest ,of the season- « npot; 
the forwards the Friars relied for vic-
’ t0£y aM tJwy failed in their tasks 
■ There was no zest to the play of the
Friars except in the dramatic fourth pe-
nea/ "W?* that ^feat wls
near. At this point the line charged 
harder and the backs showed more drhve 
but the awakening was too late
--- ----- -----------"
Of the linemen only Bill Kutniewski 
1 Clayed his usual excellent game and of 
the backs Landry and Barbarito were 
outstanding. Both Landry and Baibar- 
ito made long gains for the Friars, out 
they came at spasmodic Intervals and 
Ihence did not worry Niagara.
The New Yorkers ■ played a waiting' 
o-ame after they had obtained their 7 to 0 
lead They took to defensive tactics at 
each' opportunity and. appeared to bej 
.resting on their laurels.
Providence had a chance to score in 
the second period after an extended 
drive from the first had carried them to 
the Niagara 20 but here two aerials went 
Astray and with them .the touchdown 
opportunity. This march was good for 
44 yards, going from the Providence 36 
to the Niagara 20. Landry. Barbarito 
land Rennick did most of the gaining. 
The remainder of the second period was 
devoted to exchanges of punts and the 
same was the story in the third period.
In the fourth, however, there was con­
siderable action with Providence doing 
the pressing. Charlie Burdge recovered 
a Niagara fumble on the Niagara 31 to 
give the Friars a scoring chance but they 
could only advance nine yards to th'e 
22 in four downs.' Soon afterwards Bar­
barito spoiled another P. C. opportunity 
by fujnblington the Niagara 30.
Next came the scoring aerial,.Rehnick 
to Barbarito. and Landry’s failure on the 
extra point attempt to provide the'hard 
battling Niagara players with their one 
point and Well deserved triumph.
PROVIDENCE
NIAGARA (71 COLLEGE If
Grotty. 1. <■.................... .................1- c., D.
Lvnch 1. t........................................ 1. t... ,Bo,>
KSffiego. 1- g...........................1- 8-, McCarthy,
Silver, c................................................ . .e.. Pelt
Healey, r. g...........................r. g.. Kutliiewski
Gibbons, r. t.................................. r. Burdge
i Crumlish, r. e.. ,/r. e.. (Roberge
McNally, q. b.......................... .  . .q. b.. Landry
McMahon. 1. lr.................... .1. h.. Barbarito
Vermette? r. h........... . ...............r. 11., Wright
Godfrey, f. b............................ f. b.. Rennick
Score by Periods ... 1 2 3 4
Niagara........................... ’! 0 0 0—7
Providence College........ 0 0 0 , 6—(j
Touchdowns: Niagara—McMahon. Provi­
dence College—Davis.
Point after touchdown: Niagara—Crumlish 
(placement I.
Substitutions: Providence College—Sloane 
for Wright. Katznelson for McCarthy Gould 
for Sloane, Healey for Gould. Sloane for 
Healey. Niagara--Keegan for Vermette. Reer 
for Silver, Vermette for Keeg&n. Silver for 
Beer. Trunilisli for Tierney. Lucas for Lynch 
Marshall for Healey. Lynch for Lucas. ' ■ '
I Referee—W, T Halloran. Umpire—W X 
Sliup'ert. Field Judge—W. J. Volk. Lines­man—J. S. Burke.
Bill Kntnicwski, Providence College guard, turned in another excellent 
performance for the Friars yesterday at the Cycledrome. Despite Bill's 
fine play Niagara won 7 to 6.
FRIARS FAVORED 
TO BEAT C. C. N. V.
Dominicans Have Won Two' 
Previous Games Played 
With New Yorkers.
Several favorable auguries will accom-i 
pany the Providence College ’Varsity. 
football squad when it leaves Friday 
for Lewisohn'Stadium to play the Col- 
iege of the City of New York eleven. The 
Black and White has defeated the Lav­
ender in the two games in which they 
have met. once in 1922 and again in 
1932. A victory is a much desired 
achievement for the Friars, and every 
man ort the squad is determined to do 
his part to take C. C. N. Y. into camp, 
The condition of the men on the squad 
is good and no one is suffering from ar 
injury as a result of the stiff encountei 
with Niagara last Sunday.
Coach Golembeski held a long drill foi 
his men yesterday, and at the close of 
the practice session the morale was at 
■ a high' level, with nothing but a win 
over the Lavender on each player’s, 
mind. Blocking, which has not been 
of the best to date, came in for par­
ticular emphasis, and an improvement 
should be seen in Saturday’s game in 
New York. Placement “kicking for the, 
extra point also,.fared, poorly in the Ni­
agara game, and several men were tried'
at this assignment. An improved style, 
of play all around is looked for against 
the Lavender outfit.
Dr. Harold J. Parker, C. C. N. Y. coach, 
sent his men through a long scrimmage 
yesterday and injected several new play­
ers into his lineup in an effort to 
strengthen it. Paul Sidrer, halfback, 
will not take part in the Providence 
game due to a torn ligament received in 
the contest with Manhattan. His loss is 
a hard blow to the backfield,-as he has 
started most of the games this season 
Reports from New York indicate that 
C. C. N. Y. has changed its style of play 
in some respects this year, using a pyra­
mid defence and on offence having the 
left guard face the backs, thus saving 
time and distance when the left guard 
is called upon to act as interference for 
the ball carrier. Another change is that 
the Lavender guards shifted with the 
Manhattan guards in their encounter 
last Saturday and played man to man 
after the start of a play.
Burdge, Friar Tackle, 
Sent to Hospital
Providence College’s victory 
over the City College eleven at 
New York yesterday proved to be 
a costly one, as Charlie Burdge, 
right tackle for the Dominicans 
and a former Warren high ath­
lete, was admitted to St. Joseph’s 
Hospital here last night with a 
fractured ankle suffered in the 
contest. The injury is expected 
to keep him out of competition 
for six weeks, which means that 
he will be lost to the Friars for 
the remainder of the current 
season.
Although receiving the injury 
in New York, Burdge made the 
trip to this, city by train last 
night fully clothed in his foot­
ball uniform. He was met here 
by the team physician. Dr. John 
H. ■ Brothers. The latter, with 
Dexter Davis, Providence College 
end, who accompanied Burdge on 
the trip, brought the injured 
player to St. Joseph’s Hospital, 
where he was admitted at 10:30 
o’clock.
Dr. Brothers said that the 
fracture is a bad one, occurring 
Just below the ankle.
FRIARS WIN 39-6
Friars Crush Lavender 39-6 
as Landry Lands 4 Tallies
Dynamic Quarterback Runs C. 
C. hi. Y. Players Weary 
with Long Dashes.
'! Lewisohn Stadium, New York, Nov. 11.
, _The gradual progress that the Friars 
of Providence College have been mak­
ing towards a football victory ended 
with success here today when they de­
feated the College of the City of New
York eleven, 39 to 6.
Vanquished in all four of their pre­
vious contests, but coming closer , to 
triumph with each game, the Domini­
cans unleashed their strongest drive of 
the season against the Lavender to tally 
six touchdowns for their initial victory 
of the current campaign.
Four of /ie Friar scores were made by 
Omer Landry, the little dynamic quar­
terback, whd turned in the outstanding 
performance of his career. This nimble­
footed Dominican ran the Lavender 
players weary as he galloped his way to 
spectacular scoring runs of 60, 52, 16 
and 11 yards in length.
« » *
While Landry was the game’s hero, 
Anthony Barbarito and Edward Soko- 
lowski made brilliant contributions to­
wards. the Friar cause. They accounted 
i for the two other P. C. touchdowns on 
spectacular dashes through the Laven­
der’s pyramid-like defensive forma­
tions.
i Barbarito broke through on the best 
executed play of the game for a scin- 
Lillating 75-yard dash in the third pe­
riod, while in the second quarter, Soko- 
loski slashed through guard and tackle
for 27 yards to climax a stirring 60- 
yard Dominican march.
Inspired by the brilliant play of Lan­
dry, the Friars found their true stride 
against the Lavender. Their blocking 
was the best they have yet shown, mak­
ing it possible for the speedy backs 
to cavort up and down the field for 
long gains. The defence was also good 
except against aerials, a weapon the 
homesters used with marked success
(jame played. November
I mad!acS c°CeN v™ passes :
threat Y constant offensive
make tl»th ?°mmicans and helped to 
San the est far more interesting 1
and Rn«n,SCOre.WOUld indicate. Rozen 
and Rosenberg teamed up In fine stviegainTTo th6l tfam some !o^
gams. Long after the hopes of victory 
still t«6 Lavender players were
score battle: desperately trying to
e points via the air route.
The touchdown that C. C. N. Y, scored
in the third period was their first since I 
the opening game with Brooklyn Col­
lege on Sept. 30. The score came after : 
a 68-yard march and while it was beine 
manufactured, the Lavender eleven cer-
.tainly gave no indications that it was 
a weak offensive unit.
Three aerials, in each of which Rosen 
figured, paved the way for the C. C. N. Y. 
tally early in the third period. The drive 
started on its 38-yard line. After Dillon 
had made five yards on a line plunge, 
Rosen threw a 15-yard pass to Weber 
for a first down on its 47,
* * #
Rosen dropped back again and hurled 
another aerial, this time to Rosenberg I 
for 18 years and another first down. Line | 
pluging advanced the ball.to the Provi- ■ 
dence 18 and then the homesters resort- ' 
ed to aerials again, Rosen hurling a pass ,
■to Weber which was good for a first 
down on the Friar two-yard line. Three 
,thrusts at the line gained only a yard ,
; and then on fourth down, a perfectly 
i executed .lateral, Rosner to Dillon, 
brought the Lavender their only score of
i the game.
LJlwas Iong befw'e the game got 
Jt Landl'y manifested that
I lt,+Was4.J:o be a red letter day for him.
1 exchanSe of punts, Lan-
itod bal< °n hls 48’yard llne
6X®rcised his broken field 
iSwability by running through the 
W Y°rk t6am f0r 52 yard* “d
^h^udden^D play®rs were stunned by 
Ura °f events and they 
leeiei totally recovered, When thev did'Swdnid^&Ce h°Pe’the lrreSistible Lan-
^ss and^S1!^1431 dramatic sudden- 
duel! their ambitions. When 
land? waking l0»S scoring dashesKFnunW  ^ and well-
'Sr s~?«xsn. ss
I teaming on an aerial^ti^^ Roberge
Wf- » » “v
! tackle to tlie S^-yS^inWh6^ through
al|yhf^X RewY^Tgor 2?
■ drive^o°war?Xr™With£ terrtfic
■Vasias
, Position for a touchdown* PaSt the °p' ,
# « *
' it was not long before the dynamic
■ Landry again struck with much fury at
, the Lavender. With Providence in pos­
session of the ball on its 32, Landry '
! swept end behind strong interference
. for a 38-yard run to put the Friars in 
scoring position and he personally set 
out to make good the opportunity. After 
being penalized five yards for offside, 
Landry took a pass from Gould on the 
New York 16 and hurled a swarm of 
would-be tacklers for his second score. 
After that Lavender had scored early 
In .the third, Barbarito equalized for the 
, Friars by making his 75-yard scoring 
run. This play abounded with decep­
tion. Barbarito started as though he 
was to drive at centre, hut he suddenly 
dropped back, reversed his field to draw 
the opposition to the right side, and 
proceeded around left end for a touch­
down, , |
Landry went on rampage again on I
the first play of the fourth period. The 1 
last move in the third quarter was a C.
C. N. Y. punt to the Providence 40. From 
this point Landry raced around end for 
60 yards.
Shortly afterwards. Landry made his 
final and fourth touchdown. With C. C..
N. Y. passing wildly, in a desperate at­
tempt to score, one of these aerials fell 
into Omer’s hands on his 40 and he ran 
40 yards to the New York 20. Two line 
plunges by Healey advanced the Domin­
icans to the 11 and then Omer, "the 
roamer of the grid-iron,” glided over 
those 11 yards to complete a great day’s 
work and fine Providence College vic­
tory.
The summary:
PROVIDENCE C. (39) C. C. N. Y. (61
Roberge, 1. e.......................... 1. e., Greenwald
Boyle, I- t.................................1. t., Smdllan
McCarthy, 1. g... . ..........................I. g., velkoff
Felt. c.. ■ •............... . ........................ Luongo
Kutniewskl, r. g...................r. g„ Berkowitz.
Burdge, r. t................. ...............r. t„ Dowling
Davis, r. e.................................... r. e., Weber
Landry, <j. b..............................q. b.. Rosner
Bloan, 1. 11...................................1, h„ Dillon
Barbarito, r. h.....................r. h., Rosenberg
Rennick, f. b............................f. b., Polakoff
Score by periods 1234
Providence College ........ 6 13 7 13 39
C. C. N. Y.......................... 0 0 6 0—6
Touchdowns: Providence—Landry 4. Bar­
barito. Sokoloski; C. C. N. Y.—Dillon. Points 
after touchdown: Providence College—Gould 
E (placements), Rennick (rushing).
Substitutions: providence College—Burns 
for Burdge. Gould for Sloan. Sokoloski for 
Rennick, Healy for Barbarito, London for 
Davis, Bobis for Roberge, Lee for Kutniewskl, 
Pianka for McCarthy, Katznelson for Boyle. 
Adamlck for Burns, Lee for McCarthy, Cusack 
for Peit,
C C. N. Y.—Iskowitz for Velkoff, Mauer for 
Dowling. Atk,ins for Rosenberg, uhr for Pola- 
Koff, Michel for Dillon. Dowling for Atkins 
Velkoff for Iskowitz. Polakoff for Michel. Lar­
son for Dowling, Rosenberg for Polakoff. L 
Rosner for Greenwald, Juliber for Velakoff 
Bmolian for Dowling.
Referee—W. L. Boyson: Umpire-—C. a 
Reed; Linesman—a. m. Farrier. Time of periods— is minutes.
Figures Tell Tale
On Friars V,clary
proV.
C.C. N.V. Cellege
First downs • • • ••' *' ’ 48
i Yards gained r«shm8;... 23 "
Forward passes ■■■’ . 10 *
Forwards completed . jjg IK 
Yards gained f01' . by.. J nForwards intercep
Lateral passes * * <>
Laterals conipiet®”.“ .? ,p
Yards gained lajen •........ J
Number of Punts ’\ard.71 
Distance °f Pu”u’ yard.. .0 <
Run back of y........ J 0
Fumbles ...........Lkvered •• J ' 0 •Own fumbles recover 7
Penalties .......... ',J ____~J
[ Yards lost —
Many Friar Reserve Likely 
jl to Play Against Lowell
P. C. Eleven Closes Season 
Saturday in Game with
Textile Team,
The 1933 edition of the Providence
College 'Varsity football team will play 
the final game of its schedule tomorrow 
afternoon at 2 p. m. when it travels to 
Lowell, Mass., to meet the Lowell Textile 
eleven. With one exception Coach Gol- 
embeski will field the Same teem which ■ 
defeated C. C. N. Y. last wee- and is 
j looking forward to see his boys play a 
j winning brand of football against the
jTextilers. The entire squad will make 
jthe trip to Lowell and no doubt all 
[players will see action during some part 
of the game. The* reserves have been 
drilled thoroughly as injuries to some. 
of the regulars have made the use of 
substitutes necessary, and tills final con­
test should witness the entire squad in 
the play before the final whistle.
Much interest is attached to this final 
game for the Friars as several men will 
be competing for the team for the last 
time. Local players who'“will be par­
ticipating in their last football game for 
the Black and White are Charlie Ren­
nick, former Hope High star; Bin Mc­
Carthy, ex-La, Salle Academy luminary; 
Irv Katznelson, schoolboy star during 
his days at Commercial High; Dexter 
Davis, star end on East Providence High 
elevens, and Oliver Roberge, who pre­
pared for Providence College at Mt. Stj 
Charles and was an outstanding school­
boy end. On the reserve squat} Bill Doyle 
will be missing next year. Charlie 
Burdge, whose recent injury deprived 
the Friars of one of their finest line­
men, began his football career at Provi­
dence College and has played an impor­
tant part in the success of the elevens 
upon which he has competed. Ted Le- 
Blanc, who also was sent out of action 
by the Injury route, iS graduating this’,
Other men who are from ovt-of-State 
out who have won reputations for capa-' 
ble playing before local spectators are 
Capt. Joe Wright, Staten Island NY’ 
Anthony Barbarito, New Haven,’Conn'; 
John Schott, Newark, N. J.; George
*■*>
n, TSe squad he'^ a long drill
davI^mdriCken, PieId yeSterdW and to- 
”ay Wl11 complete preparations for the
fssuert wl.thA°Weli- Coaoh Golembeski 
rir iud a}entative Uneup of Dexter Davis 
• B- t\end: °llver Roberge, left end; Dick 
' tAA ’■ t3Qkle: George Boyle, left 
Mpp e,HBl1 Kutneski, right guard; Bill 
McCarthy, left guard; Jack Schott, cen-
haWa?t- WriS'ht anei' Barbarito at the 
< back posts; Charlie Rennick, full­
back, and Omer Landry, quarterback. A 
reserve team which should see service 
during'the encounter has Gobis and
London, ends; McQueeney/Ad'amick or 
Sullivan, tackles;. Katznelson or Pianka-
DOMINICANS WIN 18-13
Friars Beat Lowell Textile 
18-13 to Wind Up Season
Capt Wright Scores Twice for 
Providence College; Healey 
Races 42 Yards for Taily.
Alun,>i Field, Lowell, Mas: Nov. 18 
1—Success marked the finish of ' the 1933' 
football season for the Friars of Provi­
dence College here today as they utilized 
every ounce of their superior manpower 
to conquer a lightweight but' fighting 
group of Lowell Textile wildcats 18 to 
13 in a fiercely, fought duel.
Battling valiantly in face of heavy I 
odds against them, the scrappy Lowell 
players provided their much heavier 
Dominican opponents with a savage bat­
tle and they did not concede defeat un­
til the final whistle.
As it was, the Friars, top-heavy fa­
vorites to win at the outset, were forced 
to make a stirring comeback to eke out 
their hard earned triumph by the mar­
gin of one touchdown.
At halftime the Dominicans enjoyed 
a 12 to 6 lead but early in the third 
quarter, the homesters uncorked a 
strong aerial attack to score, and as they 
succeeded In converting the extra imiJ 
they took a 13 to 12 lead to the bewil- j 
derment of the Friars.
This Lowell touchdown, however, 
served to arouse the victory-hungry Do­
minicans and they capitalized a break 
{late in the third chapter to push over 
their winning score. "Spud” Curtin, the 
Lowell, quarterback, paved the way for 
that all-important Providence score 
when be fumbled on his five-yard line 
and the alert Irving Kgtznelson recov­
ered for the Friars. • After Landry had 
lost eight yards on a triple pass play, 
an aerial, Wright to Davis, returned the 
invaders to the five-yard line from which 
point Capt. Joe Wright scored on a wide 
end sweep.
* * *
Although the courageous Lowell play­
ers forced the Providence boys to the 
limit, the Friars appeared to be the su­
perior team throughout the game. Even 
I when they were trailing 13 to 12, it 
seemed certain that they would score 
; those, winning points before the finish.
Capt. Wright of the Friars ended his 
college football career in a blaze of glory, 
scoring two of the three P. C. touclU 
downs and tossing some well-directed 
passes for long and timely gains. Shar- 
; lng individual honors for the Friars with 
Wright was .Paul Healey, diminutive re­
serve halfback, who broke through for 
a 42-yard scoring run in the second pe­
riod to provide the Dominicans with a,
12 to 6 advantage.
Game played”
November 18,1935
Lowell COURIER-CITIZEN photo
Exciting Moment in Textile Game
Dominicans Outrush 
Lowell Textile Team
Providence 
College. Lowell.
First downs •• •..............
Yards gained rushing . ■■ • • • „
Forward passes attempted « L>
Forward passes completed „
Punts • ...................3{)o 21 IDistance of punts.............. »>g
Runback of punts............ j
Fumbles ................................ *> <>
Penalties................ .. ..; '' ' qa jnYards lost on penalties... ™
Baj.'barilo, Pro\'i.d.ehr!p Jfeft ball’ ba<'k, kiioe'ks. down fknwvard passdhi'-own by Siillivaib •! 
i! el back. i’u. ’the first nuar1cr-.„BwijkWMHS.
This dash by Healey was a thriller and
I he gave a true sample of his broken field 
running ability as he side-stepped nis 
way through the Lowell secondary after 
he got by the line of scrimmage through 
guard and tackle.
Lowell presented a trio of pony backs
—Sullivan, Bassett and Athanas— who 
were constant threats to their adversar­
ies-.1 These nimble-footed ball carriers 
slashed through the heavy Dominican 
i forwa’-ds for a. number of lengthy gains 
i and most of the 110 yards from scrim f 
I mage credited to the Textilers were 
made by them. Sullivan and Athanas 
also excelled at hurling aerials and Bas­
sett proved to .be an adept receiver. 
Providence had the edge in rushing,
compiling 153 yards to 110 by Lowell, but 
its offensive was far inferior to that
- manifested in the C. C. N. Y. game last 
week. Those end and off tackle plays 
which the Friars used effectively against 
the Lavender were stopped time .after 
time by Lowell’s two aggressive ends, 
Jarek and-Bogacz. The .latter did not 
start, but he got into the fray early 
when Eddie Grossman, Providence youth 
with the Lowell team, was injured.
Lowell had the edge in first downs, 
seven to six, and its aerial attack func­
tioned better. The Textilers completed 
six of their attempted 15 forward passes 
i while Friars made but one good out of
'eight tries.
■ * * «
, with the linemen charging hard and 
’ the back driving with much force, Low­
ell got an early jump on the Friars. It 
was not long after the struggle got un­
der way that they made their first score. 
Anthony Barbarito of the Dominicans 
paved the way for the ambitious Lowell 
players to march to their initial tally 
when he fumbled on his 35-yard line, 
allowing. Jarek to pounce on the ball for. 
the homesters.
. Sullivan crashed through for nine 
yards through a wide hole on the left 
iside of the P. C. line and then he 
-dropped back and threw an aerial to 
Bassett which was good for 21 yards, 
giving Lowell a first down five yards 
away from the Providence goal line. The 
brawny Filar forwards conceded only 
three yards on the next three plays, but 
on fourth clown, Curtin scampered the 
■remaining distance for- a touchdown. !
The Lowell supporters, expecting a S
one-sided battle, took heart with this 
early score by their team and thev 
cheered, wildly as the determined Friars 
uned up with the set purpose of getting 
an equalizer, 1 • 8
The Textilers were spurred by their 
surprising early success and they man­
aged to hold the wild charging Friar 
backs until late jn the period when a ■ 
fumble by Athanas on his 23-yard line
. recovered by Roberge, gave Providence a 
scoring opportunity which it made go< i I
Two rushes by Rennick and Wright 
brought the Friars to the l6 and then 
Barbarito knifed through tackle for 13 
yards nad a first down on the three-vard 
line. Three line plunges failed to g® ’ 
the Dominicans an inch, but on fourth 
down Wright scored on a wide end sweep - 
Rennick s pass for the extra point went I 
astray and the score Was tied at 6-all. '
There was no further scoring in the i 
initial period but early in the second 
.chapter Healey uncorked.. his brilliant^ 
42-yard dash to provide the Friars with a It 
12 to 6 advantage which they held until ■ 
halftime although Lowell battled desper- |l 
ately to tie the count during this time. |
In the third period, however, the ef- 
the Textllers were rewarded and 
they uncorked two perfectly executed
down P ayS °r 31 yards and a touch- I 
“own An exchange’ of punts gave 
Lowell possession of the ball on Provi- 
de“c® 3?’ „On flrst down, Athanas threw 
a pass to Bogacz for 12 yards and a first 
down on the Friar 17,
Here the Textilers produced the pret­
tiest play of the game, a forward-lateral 
pass combination play, which netted the i
AthlnV®^ 17 yarnS and 3 touchdown. 
Athanas dropped back and threw a for 
ward to Sullivan, the latter then shot, 
back a pass to Welch, who received on 
the 18 yard and run unmolested for : 
Lowells second touchdown. a pass 
Sullivan to Athanas, was good for the 
axtra. attempt and Lowell went
ahead 13 to 12 to the wild acclaim of ■ 
its supporters. (
With only one point separating the ■ 
teams, the battle took on a far more ex­
citing tinge at this juncture and for ' 
the remainder of the tilt the spectators 
foo1y3ajjeated to a hair-raising type of '
Desperate for victory, the Friars start­
ed a ferocious march from their 20 to 
the Lowell 15 for 66 yards, but Lowell 
; stopped‘this powerhouse attack by a gal­
lant defensive stand when a p. c. touch­
down appeared imminent. /
However, the battling Friars were not 
I to be denied. Curtin made his costly 
i iumble on his five-yard line shortly be- 
, fore the period ended and Katznelson 
i ecovered to provide the Friars with a 
scoring chance which they made good 
I although they were shoved back to the 
13-yard line on second down.
This touchdown made by Wright on 
a wide end sweep gave the Dominicans 
an 18 to 13 advantage which they main­
tained until the end although Lowell 
was a constant threat in the final period 
when it desperately threw passes in a 
dying attempt to catch up with the 
Friars again;
They managed to throw a few real ! 
‘scares into the Friar camp during that 
dramatic fianl period but their efforts 
.were m vam to provide the Dominicans
Campaign to th^ 1933
The summary: j
PROVIDENCE LOWETT
Boyle l"t- ..................................he., Jarek
McCarthy,g ....................;L, *•> Forsythe
Schott, c .......... L Garwood
Kutn&ki r’e.......................... • ...c., Connolly
Burns, r.’ t. ’.............. s'' Welch
Davis, r p ........................ ... Baranowski
Landry, q.’b’.'.’ .................. .. e’’ Grossman
Barbarito, 1 h” .................... • Curtin
Wright, r. h.. ............................ • ’ Sullivan
Rennick, f. b.. ’ ...................... • •r- Bassfett
Score by periods’ ’ *. * j ’" *. H K°?atcl1
1 Providence College « r i JLowell Textile S I 0 7 fczh8
2 Healhev°WnTS: ? ,rovi‘3“« CollegJ-W^ht 
Points Textile—Sullivan, WelchAthanasaJpaSS)t0UChd0Wn: LoweiI Textfi^ 
foi?UnarhUti°n?- Providence College—HeaJev 
Sebott^cSfe £°r McCarthy86
lEXTILELOSES 
STIRRING TUT
.Home Club Holds Strong 
Providence College Eleven 
to 18 to 13 Score
Providence college and Lowell Tex- ; 
tile closed thejA campaigns here this 
afternoon with' the most stirring 
battle on tlieii, respective schedules. 
A savage Textife; underdog forced the 
Friars to the iimit before yielding, 
]8 to 13, on the muddy Textile grid­
iron.
The Dominican eleven that held 
Holy Cross, 14 to 0 and snowed under 
C. C. N. Y. last^veelc, 39 to 6, had a 
battle on its hands from the outset, 
with Textile pushing across a touch­
down to tie the Friars, six-all, at tlie 
end of the first period. Both teams 
went into the air frequently, and 
after Providence had started the sec­
ond half with a 12 to 6 lead, the 
I scrappy Textile team came back and 
scored again, converting the extra, 
point in the bargain.- A Providence 
touchdown in the third period! 
clinched the game for the invaders. 
The fourth period was scoreless.
first period
jarck kicked off for Textile to Bar­
barito, who returned the ball to his 
V 30-yard line. On the first play from 
scrimmage, Captain Wright of Provi­
dence fumbled and the ball was re­
covered by Textile on the visitors 20- 
yard stripe. Two line smashes netted 
four yards, and a pass; Sullivan to 
Bassett, was good for a one-yard ad­
vance. Another pass, with Bassett re­
ceiving, took the ball to within a foot
of the last line. Sullivan rushed' it;
, over, and the score stood 6 to 0 in 
favor of Textile. Curtin’s attempted • 
drop-kick was blocked.
Forsythe kicked off the second time, 
and Providence started a ground at­
tack which failed to function well. 
The two teams battled on practically 
even terms through a range of 30 
yards at mid-field. , Textile showed 
surprising strength in the line, and 
its back-field interference functioned - 
beautifully. Athanas almost got into 
clear, after an exchange of kicks gave ; 
Textile the pig-skin on her own 25-
■ yard stripe. This play gained . 15
■ yards, but a fumble behind the line > 
was recovered by an alert Friar lines-1
; man. f J
lop. Kopatoh, Textile fullback, being piled up or a line thrust in the first period. Botto® 
ball in midair as Athanas tossed a| fortvdrd pass 1.0 “Spijd” iChrtinj good for a 12 ya# 
.? ............ —LL../, ■........................... -advauQ?- 1 ’ . So
As Textile Battled Providence on Snow Covered Field
SECOND PERIOD
Athanas, who was sent in in place. 
of Bassett mid-way in the first 
period, was threatening with a pass, 
on practically every play. Healey, 
who replaced Barbarito, in the Provi­
dence lineup, Landry, and Captain 
Wright, were working smoothly in 
the Friars backfield. On an over­
land journey which Yarnall’s pupils 
finally stopped on their own 40-yard 
line An exchange of kicks between, 
Landry and Curtin found the ball on 
Textile’s 42-yard line in Providence’s 
possession. On a well conceived andj 
perfectly executed guard-and-tackle ; 
split, Healey was shot into the clear.1 
He reversed his field and scampered 
off like a frightened jack-rabbit and 
scored standing up. The attempt for 
the point by a, drop-kick was wide. 
Score: Providence 12, Textile 6.
Textile tried the air at every op­
portunity after the second kickoff. A 
short lateral was the favorite play, 
but it gained little. The Providence 
forward-dike leaked so badly that 
the ball carriers were often grab­
bed from behind on attempted end- 
sweeps. The Friars discovered much 
stiffer opposition than they expected. 
The half ended with the ball in Tex­
tile’s possession on their 35-yard 
marker, with Griffin banging at the 
center of the line.
THIRD PERIOD
Forsythe kicked off to Healey who’; 
slipped as he received the ball, going 
'down on the Friars eight-yard line. 
On the next play Connolly sifted 
through the visitor’s forward wall and 
nailed Captain Joe Wright of Provi­
dence on the latter’s two-yard line. 
Landry’s boot was fair caught by 
Curtin on Providence’s 30-yard line.
A pass, Athanas to Bassett, and a 
, crack at the line by Sullivan made 
it first down for Textile on the Provi­
dence 19-yard stripe. A lateral pass, 
with Welch pulled out from the guard 
position to receive, proved a surprise 
imaneuver and the stocky linesman 
went over to tie the score at 12 all. 
Athanas’ forward to Curtin tacked on 
another point, putting Textile in the 
lead. Providence received on the 
kickoff and tried to start another run- 
, ning offensive but Baronowski and 
his mates in the Textile line just 
i wouldn’t be taken out. An exchange 
I of punts was followed by a change of 
'strategy on Providence’s part. Four; 
successive end sweeps brought three 
first downs with the ball on Textile’s
30-yard line, and still in the Friars 
possession. Textile’s line began to 
show signs of wear and i ear and..
Providence then started to roll. 
Barbarito, behind almost perfect in-- 
terference, brought the ball froni the 
99-vard line to Textile s six. After 
two plunges through tackle, Captain 
Wright threw himself across the lo-, 
cal goal-line and tied the c°uP-t.! 
Providence attempted to convert the 
extra point by the air route, but the 
‘ trv was sour. Score, 6 to 6. The pe­
riod ended after the kick-off.
Wright and Healey tore off another 
first down on a reverse play and a 
crack at tackle. Rennick, on a spin­
ner, planted the ball on Textile’s 12- 
yard marker. A forward was incom­
plete and the locals grabbed the ball 
on downs. Curtain fumbled and it 
was Providence’s ball on Textile’s 
eight-yard line. Landry was stopped 
cold on the next play and Kopatch 
of Textile smeared the same player 
for a 10-yard loss on an attempted 
lateral. “Joe” Wright swept his own 
left end for another Providence touch­
down. The attempt at conversion 
failed. The period ended as Sul­
livan passed to Bassett who carried 
to the Providence 39-yard stripe.
Score—Providence, 18; Textile, 13.
FOURTH PERIOD
Sullivan gained, a yard at centre. 
Textile then took to the air but 
flubbed two successive passes, losing 
five yards on a penalty as a result. i 
Curtin then punted to the Providence : 
13-yard line. Jarek dumped Landry 
on the latter’s one-foot line and Lan­
dry then booted out of bounds to his
( own 35. Captain Wright of the Friars 
intercepted Athanas pass on his own 
25. Rennick was smeared on a spin­
ner and on the second play failed 
to gain at his own left tackle. Lan­
dry kicked and Curtin fumbled the 
ball, Providence recovering on Tex­
tile’s 40-yard line. Athanas inter­
cepted Captain Wright’s pass on the 
latter’s 20-yard marker and ran it 
back 10 yards. Athanas forward was 
intercepted by Barbarito at midfield 
and the Friar back hiked it back 15 
yards. Rennick was halted in his 
tracks on the next , play. A Provi­
dence forward failed and the second 
one was ah ' ’Wred down. Landry 
then booted c Textile goal line
and the hall v as brought out 20 yards.
A lunge by Curtin at fihe line, fol­
lowed by a lateral, failed to gain and 
Providence took the ball on downs 
to lose it again' on an intercepted 
pass. The first Textile play was also 
a pass which was smeared by a Friar 
back. The last few minutes of play 
was in semi-darkness, and mud on the 
players’ uniforms made it impossible 
to distinguish one from the other. 
Textile wrested control of the of­
fense by batting down another suc­
cession of passes. Curtin, failing to 
gain and kicked to Landry who was 
downed at midfield. After a passing 
flurry of indifferent nature the game 
'ruled with Providence holding the 
ball on Textile’s 20-yard line.
Score—Providence, 18; Textile, 13.
Bill Kutniewski Named
■ • * -----J-X--------, ... ' -?'.'.t/Xfi
Providence College
Football Captain
BRILLIANT GUARD UNANIMOUS 
CHOICE OF FRIAR LETTERMEN
Letters and Numerals Awarded to I 
’Varsity and Yearling Squads
William Kutniewski, regular 'varsity 
guard for three years, today was elected 
1 football captain of the 1934 Providence 
; College eleven. Kutniewski has had a 
varied-, career in three sports. In his 
freshman year at the college he broke 
into the regular line-up in football and 
r has held guard positions since that time.
He is a graduate of Commercial high 
with the class of 1930. While there, he 
participated in football, basketball and 
track events. In_foQtball, he was a 
guard on the ?ite championship 
team, whic’ —, 'inhered “Cap” Ca­
passo, Joe Buonannfc, Maury Caito, all 
Brown stars, and a teammate now at 
Providence College, Irv Katznelson. In. 
basketball he w'as a guard and in track 
held the Brown interscholastic javelin 
record in 1930. His record throw was 
148 ieef, 10 inches.
In addition to football at Providence 
, College, Kutniewski was a guard on the 
11931 Freshman basketball team and mid­
way in the 1932 'Varsity basketball sea­
son He broke into the starting lineup 
-His fine performance on the 'Varsity 
quintet is expected to earn him a place 
as a regular on this year's Friar basket- 
'bajl team.
The new Friar captain has been se­
lected on several all-opponent football 
teams. His capable j>Iay was praised by 
Coaches Tasker offeutgers, Rothacker 
of Springfield and Anderson of Holy 
Cross.
The choice of Kutniewski as football 
_captain_fpr_ next year was unanimous.
Wright and Healey tore off another 
first down on a reverse play and a 
crack at tackle. Rennick, on a spin­
ner, planted the ball on Textile’s 12- 
yard marker. A forward was incom­
plete and the locals grabbed the ball 
on downs. Curtain fumbled and it 
was Providence’s ball on Textile’s 
eight-yard line. Landry was stopped 
cold on the next play and Kopatch 
of Textile smeared the same player 
for a 10-yard loss on an attempted 
lateral. “Joe” Wright swept his own 
left end for another Providence touch­
down. The attempt at conversion 
failed. The period ended as Sul­
livan passed to Bassett who carried 
to the Providence 39-yard stripe.
Score—Providence, 18; Textile, 13.
FOURTH PERIOD
Sullivan gained a yard at centre. 
Textile then took to the air but i 
flubbed two successive passes, losing 
five yards on a penalty as a result, j 
Curtin then punted to the Providence j 
13-yard line. Jarek dumped Landry 
on the latter’s one-foot line and Lan­
dry then booted out- of bounds to his 
own 35. Captain Wright of the Friars 
intercepted Athanas pass on his own 
25. Rennick was smeared on a spin­
ner and on the second play failed 
to gain at his own left tackle. Lan­
dry kicked and Curtin fumbled the 
ball, Providence recovering on Tex­
tile’s 40-yard line. Athanas inter­
cepted Captain Wright’s pass on the 
latter’s 20-yard marker and ran it 
back 10 yards. Athanas forward was 
intercepted by Barbarito at midfield 
and the Friar back hiked it back 15 
yards. Rennick was halted in his 
tracks on the next play. A Provi­
dence forward failed and the second 
one was ah" ' ’Wred down. Landry 
then booted ; ' Textile goal line
and the ball viaS brought out 20 yards. 
A lunge by Curtin at ijhe line, fol-, 
lowed by a lateral, failed to gain and 
’ Providence took the ball on downs 
to lose it again on an intercepted,
. pass. The first Textile play was also 
a pass which was smeared by a Friar 
back. The last few minutes of play 
was in semi-darkness, and mud on the ■ 
players’ uniforms made it impossible 
to distinguish one from the other. 
Textile wrested control of the of­
fense by batting down another suc­
cession of passes. Curtin, failing to 
gain and kicked to Landry who was 
downed at midfield. After a passing 
flurry of indifferent nature the game 
mded with Providence holding the 
ball on Textile’s 20-yard line. _
Score—Providence, 18; Textile, 13.
Bill Kutniewski Named
■ ■ . ' __ L.... ..____
Providence College
Football Captain
BRILLIANT GUARD UNANIMOUS 
CHOICE OF FRIAR LETTERMEN
Letters and Numerals Awarded to j 
’Varsity and Yearling Squads
William kutniewski, regular ’varsity 
guard for three years, today was elected 
football captain of the 1934 Providence 
College eleven. Kutniewski has had a 
varied- career in three sports. In his 
freshman year at the college he broke 
into the regular line-up in football and 
> has held guard positions since that time.
He is a graduate of Commercial high 
with the class of 1930. While there, he 
participated in football, basketball and 
track events. In ..football, he was a 
guard on the •f' '.'-te championship
, team, whic' —"Lnbered “Cap” Ca- 
passo, Joe Buonannb, Maury Caito, all 
Brown stars, and a teammate now at 
Providence College, Irv Katznelson. In. 
basketball he was a guard and in track 
held the Brown interscholastic javelin 
record in 1930. His record throw was
148 feet 10 Inches. .
In addition to football at Providence 
College, Kutniewski was a guard on the 
11931 Freshman basketball team and mid­
way in the 1932 ’Varsity basketball sea­
son He broke into the starting lineup. 
His fine performance on the ’Varsity 
quintet is expected to earn him a place 
as a regular on this year’s Friar basket- 
bajl team.
The new Friar captain has been se­
lected on several all-opponent football 
teams. His capable jlay was praised by 
Coaches Tasker offeutgers, Eothacker 
of Springfield and Anderson of Holy 
Cross.
The choice of Kutniewski as football 
captain for next year was unanimous.
nW captain of friars
Bill K&tnlewski, brilliant right guard, who wa|^lected caplin of 
Providence College football team tod<. . \
Prior to the election, letters and nu- 1 
merals were distributed to Providence ‘ 
College ’Varsity and Freshmen football > 
squads by Graduate Manager John E I 
Farrell. The list of ’Varsity letter men ' 
follows: Capt. Joseph Wright of Staten I 
Island, N. Y.; Joseph Adamick, South- ‘ 
bridge, Mass.; George Boyle, Passaic, N 
J.; “Charles Burdge, Warren; Dexter 
Davis,. East Providence; Abe F. Feit 
Paterson, N. J.; Peter Gobis of Provi­
dence; Carroll Gould,' Cranston; Pau] 
Healey, New Bedford, Mas3.; Capt.-elect 
William Kutniewski, Providence; Omer 
Landry, Central Falls; Theodore LeBlanc 
Flushing, N. Y.; Joseph Lee, Nashua. N. 
H.; Wallace Pianka, Providence; William 
McCarthy, Providence; Charles Rennick
J Providence; Oliver Roberge, Bristol.' 
Conn.; John D. Schott, Newark, N. J.; I 
Henry Shanahan, Staten Island. N. Y.; ' 
John Sloan, Cranston; Edward Sokolow- 
ski. Cranston, and Manager Dominic J, 
Matassa, Staten Island, N. Y.
Freshmen receiving numerals were: 
Capt; Leo Davin, New Haven, Conn.; 
Harry Andre "s, Newport; Carlo Angelica, 
Enfield, Conn • Benjamin Abrams, Provi­
dence; Edwa J Banahan, New' Haven, 
Conn.; Rayn . Belliveau, Fitchburg, 
Mass.; Jamei Boboras, Providence; Leo 
Bouzan, Brighton, Mass.; Joseph Carew, 
Mtedford, Mass.; Grant Des Roches, 
Providence; John FitzSimon, Providence; 
Walter Garbecki, Providence; Edward 
Gill, Providence; Alfred Hagstrom, 
Gloucester; Thomas Hazell, Brighton, 
Mass.; Leonard Hubbard, Covina, Cal.; 
Peter Lekakos, Cambridge, Mass.; Fran­
cis McQueeney, Providence; Peter Mag- 
notta, E-glewood, NJ.; Brandt Nelson, 
.Providence; Joseph .. Jien, Providence; 
Herbert Ra»Jgai| f -p Covina, Cal.; 
JohnSm h :./ocktife; ’ Henry Soar, Paw­
tucket; F ■ and Vaudr.e’uil, Worcester; 
Richard .-i , W-••tester; Manager
Adolph Janull.. Dorchester; Assistant
Manager Chari ,rde, Provlc. ence.
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE FRESHMAN FOOTBALL SQUAD
Front Row, Left to Right—Taft, Gill, Des Roclics 'McGovern »„«♦* „
Vaudreuil, Britto, M.; Breanlt. Second R«rSft io S-S J’: 
Magnotta. Andrews, Hubbard, Davin, Boboras Padlen I dak-na* ,?®troni’ 
Third Row, Left to Right—Assistant Coach C MetonSk e’®11'S ‘7°?^’ n,th’ McTQSee“ey’McGU*e Bazhan Abra’.nT c^rnX 
tarew, Assistant Coach J. Bradv. Fourth row t Pf< tn tho-h* L“r*fane, 
Angelica? HamraOnd’lfeZeU’ Soar’ Vltul,0> ***, Rauschenblch, Burke,’
Soar, Garbecki and Abrams 
Among Players; Gould Joins 
’Varsity Squad.
The first Providence College freshman 
football squad reported to Coach Joe 
McGee on Hendricken field yesterday 
afternoon to inaugurate the Dominican 
institution’s initial venture in this de­
partment of the sport. Over 30 husky 
candidates answered the call for prac­
tice. but, as registration of players 
not been completed by the tirJe ^he 
work-out began, this niun^er. ls jx_ 
pected to be swelled b'jy" iate" arrivals. 
With a nucleus of ^former schoolboy 
stars, including seve iral Trom 'Rhode Is­
land, Coach McQeffif looks forward to 
building a strong eleven.
Among the visittors who renewed ac­
quaintances witlY the coaches were Fred 
Huggins, formfir coach of Providence 
Varsity eleve’js, and Ray O’Leary, who 
played tackks on an earlier Friar eleven. 
O'Leary is ’at present coach at Samuel 
Johnson Academy in Stratford, Conn. 
Charlie 'O’Keefe, star back from' last 
year’s providence College football team, 
donned a uniform and assisted with the 
routine work with the yearling can­
didates.
Preliminary drills for the first-year 
squad will consist mostly of general work 
until the abilities of the men have been 
shown. Yesterday passing and kicking ' 
practice occupied the yearling candi-!
' dates. A short rest was offered the 
; squad while Coach McGee outlined his 
plans for the campaign.
* « ♦
The entire coaching staff was on hand 
to meet the candidates. Freshman line 
coach Charles McCormick instructed a 
group in charging while backfield coach 
Johnny Brady drilled two separate backr 
field combinations.
A revision has been made in the 
Freshman schedule. The R. I. Pharmacy 
game has been dropped as the pharma­
cists will not field an.eleven this season. 
In its place the Friar yearlings will play 
the Boston College Freshmen at Boston 
on Saturday afternoon, Oct. 14. The 
new schedule reads:
Oct. 14—-Boston College ’37 at Boston. 
Oct. 20—Holy Cross ’37 at Providence. 
Oct. 27—-St. John’s Prep at Danvers.
Nov. 3—Dean Acad, at Franklin.
Players from the Freshman and Junior 
’Varsity elevens will form a team to 
meet the Yale Jayvees at New Haven on 
[Saturday, Oct. 7 and the Harvard Jay­
vees at Cambridge on Friday, Nov. 17. I:
MESS ON HAND'
FOR OPENING DRILL
» - -.....—.... ’.....
'Varsity candidates engaged in a 
skeleton; scrimmage during the after­
noon workout. Several men were tried 
out in the backfield in’ an effort to add 
■ reserve strength to the squad. Three 
j new arrivals on the first-string, squad
were Carroll “Red” Gould, and Ed So- ■ 
feoiowski, both former CrA&ftbn- HlgB' 5‘ 
luminaries, and Jim St. Germain, Bulke- 
ley High, New London.
* • ’
Among the first year men to report 
were Henry “Hank" Soar, Pawtucket 
High star, Ben Abrams, Hope High ceil- - 
tre, and Walter Garbecki, Seton Hall 
Prep and one time Tech first-stringer. 
The list of those who turned out yester­
day follows:
Carlo Angelica.. Enfield' High, Thompson­
ville, Conn.; Ben Abrams. Hope High; Ray­
mond Bell,ive,au, Fitchburg High; Francis 
Burns, Warwick; Edward Banahan, New 11a- 
iven: Leo Connors; Joseph Curnane, St. John's 
Prep., Everett. Mass.: Nicholas DeFeo, Ncw' 
Haven; Leo Davin, New Haven: Grant Des- : 
Roches. Ashland. N. H.: L. Freedman Durfee 
High, Fall River: John FitzSimon, La Salle; 
Robert Fisk. Cathedral,High. Holyoke; Wal­
ter Garbecki, Ketoli Hall Prep.: Edward Gill 
Moses Brown: Raymond Hines: A1 Hagstrom’ 
Gloucester; John Joyce. Mission High. Bright e- 
ton: Edward Kirby. Derby. Conn.; Joseph 
Lefevbre. La Salle: P. Lekak'os, Hebron Acad­
emy: J. Lenihan, Rogers High: F. McQueeney,
La Salle; James Boboras. Central: John Mc-
. Govern; George McGuire. East Side High ; 
Newark; Brandt Nelson. Cranston: Ray 
O'Meara, Staten Island: Joseph Padien; Hen­
ry Soar. .Pawtucket; George Taft, Classical- 
R. Vaudreuil Mt. St. Charles.
-.
Providence College ■. to rtet_
Freshman Footbnil^Teanij
This Fall
K8BB B BKSY IO ? 
f m$ ® OSS SWFj
’Varsity Schedule Reduced and Lengthy
P^Seasoo Drills Eliminated
' The elimination of a lengthy pre-sea-1 
son drill period,xthe announcement of) 
two additions to the coaching' staff, the 
reduction of the varsity schedule and 
the development of a junior varsity mid 
a.freshman slate, were the outs ran-mo 
changes announced today, by the Ptovj.-
dence College athletz: cm’ncil. For the,
first time in years the Friars will not 
open. their, schedules in September ben. 
instead will start cn Comber 7 when 
they meet Rutgers.
The appointment of JOssch P? McGee, 
varsity a-sistant coach for the past two 
years, as head coach of the frcslunan 
and junior varsity teams and the selec­
tion of Charles C. McCormick, varsity 
tackle for the Friars several seasons 
back, as freshman line' coach, and John 
V Brady of Pawtucket, former halfback 
and quarterback for the Friar elevens as 
backfield coach of the yearlings was 
made known today. McGee handled the 
junior varsitv team last year, in addition 
to his,work with the varsity end squad 
and this season will send the freshmen 
through a four game schedule and the 
combined freshman squad and ™nrtty 
reserves against the Yale and Haivard 
second teams. I
. .* y.‘'F ■.'■•nil ifr
pre-season drills
START SEPTEMBER LI
Pre-season drills will not start until 
September 14, four days prior to the 
opening of college- classes. Drills will be 
held twice daily until all classes of the 
college begin, -when Coach ‘Golembeski 
will switch to the single afternoon drill 
in preparation of the season’s opener 
at New Brunswick. As the bulk of the 
varsity squad will be drawn from the two 
upper classes, and as these classes do not 
re-convene until' Sept. 21, Golembeski 
will be able to get in a- full week ofin- 
tensive drill before resorting to the sin­
gle drill daily, The freshman squad will 
assemble on Sept. 19.
The revised varsity sched­
ule calls for but one game at 
home, the Niagara University 
clash here the first week-end in 
November, This game was orig­
inally carded for Saturday/
Nov. 4, but as Brown meets 
Princeton here in a-major tussle __a
-on-that date, the'Friar author- ~ 
ities have arranged to play Niag- •' 
ara on Sunday,. Npv. 5. at the 
Cycietrome. The remainder of 
the schedule calls for the game 
at Ilutgers on Oct. 7, at Holy 
Cross on Oct. 14, Springfield on 
Oct. 21, City College’ in New 
lorfi oil Armistice Dm . and 
Lowell Textile at Lowell'in the 
finale on Nov. 18.
• * ' . *
The combined freshman' and juniqi 
varsity squads will hove the distinction 
of meeting the Yale and Harvard sec­
ond teams in feature clashes. The Eli 
junior varsity which defeated' the Friar 
reserves last year by a 6 to 0 seffle, will 
be host to Coach McGee's outfit at New 
Haven on "Oct. 7. while Harvard will 
entertain the Dominicans at Cambridge 
on Nov. 17.
FOLK GAMES LISTED 
FOR FRESHMAN TEAM
The Freshman team, besides engaging- 
in competition in the two junior var­
sity skirmishes, will/play two games at 
Hendricken Field, meeting the Rhode 
Island College of Pharmacy on Oct. 13 
and the Holy Cross freshmen on Oct. 20, 
and will also meet St. John's Prep at 
Danvers, Mass.,: on. Oct. 27, and Dean 
-Academy a.t Franklin, Mass., on Nov. 3.*. * *
Coach McGee's new assistants 
should aid in developing a very 
fine, first year squad at the 
Smith Hill college. McCormick, 
a graduate of Technical High, , 
where he starred as captain of 
the State championship football 
team, won varsity insignia for ■ 
two seasons as a regular tackle i 
for the Friar varsity eleven, and , 
since his graduation has been 
actively engaged In football I
work as an assistant coach at 
Tech. Brady, star quarterback 
with the 1931 eleven, won vai'- 
sity insignia Twice, tot his play­
as a halfback, and once for his 
work as signal caller. Last year 
he studied at Notre Dame Uni-
. versity, majoring in boy guid- ' 
ance and physical education 
work.... i______ - -
NAMED COACH OF FRIARS
•lack Brady of Pawtucket, abate, le baekfieStl sty. vlio o ill'Syist 
Jn moulding of Freshman teat", Cli atJes C. McCormick was appointed 
yearling line Instructor. ;
‘ - « * * ' ’T” ■ -
‘ Prospect for a successful varsity sea­
son appear very bright, with 20 ietter- 
men available for service,' and with a 
sizable and strong reserve squad ready 
to compete for first string assignments. 
Veteran lettermen are available for every 
position,' with the line offering the 
strongest array of seasoned material. 
Coach Archie Golembeski will probably 
have to spend much of his time ni-bnil^-.
1 ing up the backfield force which was de­
pleted somewhat by. the loss of such 
I stars as O’Keefe, DelVecchio and Cro­
teau.
WEIGHT TO CAPTAIN 
1933 FRIAR ELEVEN
Capt. Joseph Wright, who will, return 
to college this.year weighing close to 165 
pounds, will undoubtedly be the pivot 
man of the backfield corps, as he is the 
best an round performer in the group. 
Although exceptionally fast, Wright hag 
served mainly as a blocking back in the 
past, but this fall' will be developed as f 
triple ’threat man. He, is a fair puntej 
and pass receiver, and has alwayi 
shown to advantage as a running back.
* * ♦
The remainder of the veteran 
backfield group includes the 
two local quarterback brilliant6. 
Carroll Gould of Cranston and 
Omer Landry of Central Falls, 
both of whom flashed some flue 
football last fall in tlieir first 
season on tlie liill; Anthony 
Barbarito. New Haven sprinter, 
who now scales close to the 185* 
pound mark, and will prove an 
important cog in the Friar 
eleven; Ted LeBlanc, rugged
I Flushing halfback; Paul Healey 
of. New Bedford. Jack Sloan ol 
Cranston, Henry Shannahan of 
Staten Island and Johnny Caf- 
frey, former La Salle ace. Big 
Charlie Rennick, John Monahan 
and Ed Sokolowski will be the 
fullback leaders.
Line candidates expected back for the 
opening drill include such seasoned per­
formers as. Davis, Roberge and Gobis, i 
ends;'Burdge, Boyle, Burns, McCarthy,! 
Adamick, Lawler and Sullivan, tackles; j 
Mathews, Owren. Kutniewski, Katznel- 
son, Cusack. Clancy and Pepre, guards; - 
and -Schott, Feit, Morrison, Tierney and ’ 
Mullervy, centres. Outstanding Sopho­
mores who were inactive last fall, but 
from whom much is expected in a foot­
ball way this seasan. are Rod McGarry, 
former Cranston tackle; Dan McQuee­
ney, Bill McIntyre,' Joe Mvette and Jim 
Turbridy, all former La Salle stars; Hal 
'Levfente and I-Ial Weiner of Hope, -Vin Carr 
of New Haven, Ed Moran of Nashua and ! 
Bert Skipp of New Haven. '
FRIAR FRESHMEN
Yearlings Show Offensive 
Power While Scoring Twice]
Several Changes Made in ’Var- 
j sity Backfield During
Workout. _ _ _ i-
Coach Archie Golembeski sent his 
: ’Varsity squad through a hard three 
hours practice session yesterday after­
noon which covered completely the 
fundamentals of football and concluded 
with a regular scrimmage against a 
Freshman eleven. With the first game 
of the season only four days away, the 
Friar mentor is putting the final touches 
on his team and making every niiiiutr
of drill work count.
The scrimmage witlr the first-year 
men lasted a half hour,’during which 
the yearlings showed a little more power,
’ on their plays and pushed across two j 
touchdowns and kicked one point, olow - 
to start, the ’Varsity finally began to , 
click and scored a touchdown after 20 
minutes of play had elapsed. The score 
was 13 to 7.
The backfield combination did not 
satisfy the coaches, who made several 
changes in an effort to find a smooth, 
working quartet. Omer Landry, quar­
terback; Henry Shanahan and Anthony 
Barbarito, halfbacks, and Charles, Hen- 
nick, fullback, were the four Who started 
in the backfield.
Irving Katznelson replaced Barbarito 
after 10 minute’s of the scrimmage, and- 
Ed Sokolowski went in for Rennick. ine 
’Varsity scored their points when Henry 
Shanahan scampered for 30 5’EJrcls be" 
hind fine interference to cross the year­
ling goal line. Landry kicked the point.
The line. Which remained unchanged 
during the entire scrimmage, had Feter 
Gobis at left end, Joseph Acamick, left 
tackle; Carlo Lepre, left guard! Fat Mol- 
rison centre; Bill McCarthy, right 
i guard; Bill Sullivan, right tackle, and 
Bert Skipp. right and. L i
Game played: October 7,1933
P. C. JAYVEES WIN
OVER YALE TEAM
(Special to the Providence Journal) ,■ 
New Haven, Conn., Oct. 7.—Several
. well timed forward passes and versatile* 
place punting'by the Providence College 
Jayvees enabled them to score a 7 to 0 
I victory pver the Yale Junior Varsity here 
this afternoon.
Providence scored on a long toss from
Garbecki to Belleveau in the third 
period. Leo Davin kicked the goal.
The summary: *■
PROVIDENCE J. V. (7) YALE J. V. (0) 
Nelson, 1. e. ... .1. e.. Hersey
Davin. 1. t. ...................................1. t., Strauss
Britto. 1. g ................1‘. g., Townsend
Abrams, c. ............................ .e„ MosenthaJ
Boboras, l’. g. ......... ...r. g„ Holcombe
Pachein, r. t........... . ...............r. t.. Quarrier
Hagstrom. r e.  ................... r. e„ Pierson.
Belleveau, q. b............................q. b., T. Hill
Ga.rbeck, 1, b. b. ..................... 1. h. b„ Loomis
risks, r. h. b ........................... r. h. b„ Estes
fVistullo, f. b. ........./.........f. b.. p. Lassiter
Touchdown—Beilewau; point after touch­
down—Davin.
Substitutions’ Provldence-De Roches. Soar
Bonzan, Britto, Bribores. Pitzsimmons, Gill.
, McQueeney.
Yale—Tyson, Smith, Harris. Lamb. Bull,
Warren. Cox, Dean, Saner, Anthony and
UVoodruff, __ ■....—. , ...
___ , — —  
..j. .. n.i - i - -! ------ - i ,'WV • ■• " • — :  ................................ ,.■    
THE SPORT WINDOW
———— ----------------- By GERALD PRIOR  —- —  
THE LITTLE FELLOWS’ DAY
npHE smaller colleges have come into their own as far as getting' foot- 
ball material is concerned. There was a time when the smaller in­
stitutions had to sit idly by while the larger degree-factories with, their 
long lists of so-called athletic scholarships gobbled up all the promising 
pig-skinners in sight. Some of these able youths 
might have enrolled at aforesaid smaller schools, un­
der ordinary circumstances, either because of senti­
mental reasons or because, as residents of the near­
by vicinity, it was the natural thing for them tozdo. 
But when a youngster’s way was greased into Metro­
politan University or big, sprawling' Cosmopolis with 
promise of free tuition, board, books, and a soft job 
that would earn his spending money, he was inclined 
to think twice before signing on the dotted line at 
little, one-building Siwash, just around the bend, or 
old but miniature Minnehaha, just over the line in the
Gerald Prior ; next gtate. And after thinking twice he’d probably 
decide to pack his bag and see how conditions at Metropolitan 'suited a 
husky young guard or a line-mangling fullback. Now, however, the 
worm has turned, or, at least, it’s crawling backward. Maybe the Carne­
gie Foundation’s dig at intercollegiate athletics had something to do with 
it. Maybe, if you’re cynical, it was the scarcity of the coin of the realm 
during the past few years. At any rate, the lists of athletic scholar­
ships are shorter, big school alumni aren’t nearly1 so eager to help a husky 
tackle on toward his Bachelor of Philosophy degree and the ill wind is 
blowing better football material in the direction of Siwash and Minne­
haha. - '
* i # ijs *
A HELP TO FRIARS
pROVIDENCE COLLEGE, it appears, is one of the colleges to benefit 
by this swing of talent away from the larger schools. The Friars 
this year have a sweet assortment of freshman material, including some 
of the best of (he crop from the local high schools and from those in 
nearby Massachusetts. An idea of the merits of the Friar freshmen can 
be gleaned from the fact that the Dominican junior ’varsity team which 
took a one-touchdown win away from Yale’s Jayvees last week, was com­
posed almost' entirely of lads who are in their first year on the Elmhurst 
plateau. The Friars have a small ’varsity squad this year and most of 
the ’varsity subs were needed at Rutgers. So there was nothing to do 
but depend upon the freshmen at. Yale and hope for the best. And the
Friar coaches’ fondest hopes were more than realized when the Domini­
can youngsters, although heavily outweighed, trotted off the field the vic­
tors. Tomorrow Freshman Coaches Joe McGee, Johnny Brady and Char­
lie McCormack will take practically the same team down to play the Bos­
ton College Freshmen at Newton. This time, however, the youngsters 
■will be playing under their own team name, Providence College Fresh­
men. It’s not expected to hurt their performance, however. They’re 
favored to snare, the Eaglets.
Just now speculation is rife as to how much this star-studded fresh­
man ensemble will help Coach Archie Golembeski’s ’varsity next year, 
provided they avoid the perils of trigonometry and such like and enter the 
sophomore ■ class in a body. There’s one fly in the oil, however. The 
freshman line is light and unless the lads add poundage they might be 
too minute to' fill the shoes of such huskies as Charlie Burdge, Ollie Ro­
berge, George Boyle, Dex Davis, Bill McCarthy and the other giants who 
■will be lost to the Friars by- graduation next June.
.. . .. .. * » * ‘J:
FiM resaiffis
Hagstrom Tallies for Domini­
cans on Soar’s Long Pass 
in Third Period.
Game played: October 14,1933_
(Special tq the Providence journal.) 
Boston, Oct. 14.—The Providence Col­
lege freshman eleven scored a well- 
deserved 7 to 0 triumph/over the Boston 
College, first year aggregation here this 
morning in the first Friar football vic­
tory ever chalked up over the Boston 
College outfit. The Dominicans present­
ed a well-balanced aggregation which 
excelled in its line play.
For the first half both teams battled 
hard.for a break, but the aggressive de­
fences prevented any Successful goal- 
ward marches. Long punting by Gar- 
hecki of the Friars and Fadenza of the 
locals featured play in these two periods.
Shortly after Boston received at the 
start of the second half, the Friars brcke 
-.through to block a punt, and then to 
. ! march for what proved to be the 
wii->rda£ score. Unable to gain through 
he line, Fadenza of Boston attempted 
mt, but his kick was blocked by a
1.'.... barging Providence line, and A1
Hagstrom of Gloucester recovered for 
the Friars on the Boston 30-yard tape.
** After two line plunges had befen nulli. 
fled by a five-yard penalty for offside
“"°r, premier Rhode Island school-’
B
te last year, dropped back and 
ag pass down, the field which 
..took on the dead run behind > 
n goalUne. Leo Davin place- 
e extra point.
om, 1. e.7.^CE' 37 ,7) B <l-’e3V’
Andrews l. t................... i. t.. GiUniam
Bi‘dlen- I- B................................. 1. g„ Pszennb
c.................................... e„ Toomey
r' ..................... .. De Buheis;Bouzan, rot..............................r. t Dominick'
Hagstrom. r. e................................. r. e„ Cash
Belliveau, q. b..........................q. b., Fadenzag&XVh............................“ h3 Carorell*
Score by periods ........ i 2 3 4
, Providence, ’37 ............ ’ q q 7 0_ 7
Touchdown: Providence,' ’37—Hagstrom.
•Point after touchdown: Providence, ’37—- 
Davin. (place-kick).
Substitutions: Providence ’37—Nelson for 
Gill, Boboras for Padien, Britto for Boboras 
M. Britto'.'for Lekakos, Davin for Bouzan’ 
Banahan for Hagstrom. Des Roches for Belli! 
veau, Hazell for Des Roches, Angelica for 
Fisk, soar for Garbecki, Vaudreuil for Gar­
becki. Boston College, ’37—Champa for De 
Rubeis, Kehoe for Toomey, Burgess for Gil­
man, Sanford for Walsh. Shannon for Fa­
denza,. Gambino for Dergay, Conlin for Caro- 
selll. i
Referee—Sherman; Umpire—Ohrenherger; 
Linesman—Fleming. Time of periods—12 
minutes.
® Along the New England frront ®
Providence, Oct. 11. there.are few who ^ve played^as krng
rp HERE are no Greater Boston hoys 3 after winning wide fame as
S on the Providence College varsity Cioss in 2d, arcci wm b aduation ,
1 football team, but next from the Cross he was retained, as fresh-
morning the P. C. freshman will play ^Xh and later he joined the Provi-
f the Boston College eaglets at University man 0 ana 1 pioneer in the pro- 
f Heights (starting at 10 A. M.) and some industry. In '25 ,
| Greater Boston lads will be seen m tlm fessiona g 0“^ of gteamroners / 
visiting line-up. Ray Belliveau may no season he played in every posi- .
be. a Greater Boston boy but he s well th° lineup. In ’27 he gave up
known in that vicinity. Ray is a protege professional playing field and becameof Coach Clarence Noah Amiott of Fitch- the professional pmy 5
burg High and he is the star back in one ®
‘ of the greatest freshman teams in P. C. h d coach at P. C.
I history. ‘ Between times Golembeski, a big, pow-
© © © erful fellow with heavily-muscled jowls, .
Belliveau starred on so many Fitch- dipped jnto pio ^fore he ran ;
burg High School basketball games strmo of 50I^renl°g°g So. u you are! 
against Greater Boston high 3Ch°°P % ainst p (y this year and run )
issf °?g=«g s sar? swea ....
' Swampscott is 'basketball coach hem, © J
1 turning out remarkable teams .winter There is a heavy political atmosphere
; after winter. And Ray. now that he the lofty p c. gridiron.
must part company with his beloved men- Golembeski is running for the yvorces- 
tor at Fitchburg, has come to P. C. to sehool committee- and Assitant coach 
play under the wing of another expert. .rpOmas Bride of Cranston, was re-
© © © cently defeated in a race for a seat in
The Fitchburg boy is star ball carrier the Rhode Island ^member °ofS the
for the P. C. freshmen. He stood out m Bride is at piesent a mmoe
the recent scrimmage against the van- Rhode Island an Re-Employment !
' sity Players in which, with the first res- tpr of the Nat onal. Rem
■ ulars out of the upper-class line, the commission m th c_
| freshmen won 13-7. Ray also stood out who W*S star un that grea^
i in the recent victory scored by the c0“ eleven that wo backfield here. ;
'binedlP. C freshman-junior varsity team t^ts is coaching th^ }n ,31> >ig
. over the Yale Jjvees She coach and Joe McGee, ex-varsity ehd
® ® ® r . „ coach is developing the freshmen.
1 Beo Bouzan of Brighton, Mass., is a • © © ©
big tackle on this crack P. C. freshman, otnre in
team and Tom Hazel, also of Brighton, Golembeski runs a Nothing store in
is among those present. Big Pete Balm- Worcester between autumns be ng 
kas, who used to scare the wits out of business- there "with a biotl . 
little high school boys around Boston by . . . There are Polish, Irigp, ’
glaring at them out of old-time Cam- jewisht French, Austrian and x
bridge Latin lines, is here but he is on b on the pfovidehce squad . . . , 1
the injured list. Pete comes to Provi- New unlforms if white and bmck
dence via Hebron (Me.) Academy. A1 being worn here this sewon . . .
iI-Iagstrom of Gloucester, Mass., will also. There arG 700 students attending g
be in the Providence lineup at University hcre. p c is a liberal arts c?lle»® 
Heights Saturday morning. . . . And ;.;00 students live outside Providence, al 
' Henry Soar, last season’s outstanding thou„p uke Boston College, it is a day 
schoolboy back in Rhode Island, will team “J^dl . . . P- C. has inaugurated a
with Belleiveau in the backfield. system of basketball
© ©' © outdoor courts with non-dribbling sur
There may be greater strategists in the faces but a fine r>MceJ-o will
‘.coaching game than “Archie” Golembe- attacks. The i • outfit,
ski, the Providence College coach, but be entirely a v.
Boston TRANSCRIPT
LEO BAVIN TM
FRIAR FRESHMEN
, ,. • •   ...J _________ ; 
[New Haven Youth Is Left Tackle 
on Eleven.—Participates
in Three Sports.
Leo bavin, regtfiar left tackle on the 
Providence College Freshman football 
team, was elected captain at a meeting 
of the yearling players yesterday. Ath­
letic authorities at the college confirmed 
his election late yesterday afternoon and 
Davin will lead the yearling eleven 
against St. John’s Prep tomorrow. The 
newly elected leader was appointed team 
captain in the game with the Yale jun­
ior ’Varsity eleven on Oct. 7. and so im­
pressed his teammates by his ability in 
directing the team that his election as 
captain yesterday was unanimous.
" * * *
i Davin is the first Freshman captain 
in any Friar sport to be elected by play­
ers as previous to yesterday the policy 
at the Dominican institution has been 
to appoint the captains of Freshman 
teams. He attended New Haven high 
Jin Connecticut, where he played in 
three sports, football, basketball and 
baseball. His capable performances in 
i each of these sports earned him letters 
in each of the years during which he 
played.
Two years ago when the New Haven 
high football eleven won eight straight 
victories. Davin had a place on the first 
team, but. after participating in this 
successful season, he dropped football to 
concentrate on basketball and baseball. 
In basketball he was a regular at guard 
for three years and was elected captain 
of the team in his senior year. He led 
his team to victory in the Yale tourna­
ment in the same year and gave New 
Haven high a claim to the Connecticut 
schoolboy basketball championship. On 
the diamond Davin was a letterman for 
two years, playing at first base and In 
the outfield. His ability in this trio of 
sports placed him among the finest ath-i 
lleies to be turned out of New Haven 
high.
The new Friar yearling captain has 
played in two games to date and h,is 
slashing style of play at tackle coupled 
with his accurate placement kicking 
have made him an important man on 
the first team. He is two inches over six 
feet and weighs 185 pounds.
* * *
i Coach Joe McGee is working his Fresh­
man squad at top speed to prepare for 
the encounter with St. John's Prep. To­
day will be the final day of drilling for 
the yearlings who will leave tomorrow 
morning for Danvers. Mass.
The game will start at 3 o’clock in 
the new St. John’s Prep Stadium, 
John’s lost to Boston College Freshmen 
6-0. while in their meeting with the 
Eaglets the Friar Freshmen came out 
victors 7-0. With one touchdown the 
margin of victory in both contests, the 
chances of victory for either team are 
even. Coach McGee will start the same 
lineup which faced Boston College.
The ’Varsity squad went through 
light practice session yesterday after, 
noon. Several of the regulars were on 
the sidelines and did not get into the 
scrimmaging due to minor injuries. 
Dexter Davis and Bill Kutniewski were 
'notable absentees from the practice 
'workout___  ______
■ Friar Yearling Captain
v * • , ---- :
Leo Davin, tackle and captain of the Friar Freshman eleven, who will 
lead his team against the Bridgton Academy footballers at Portland,
- -Me., on Saturday.
! (Special to'the Providence Journal.) ’! 
i Danvers, Mass., Oct. 27.—St. John’s, 
Prep came from behind in the final min­
utes today to defeat the first Provi- 
: dence College Freshman team in the 
: history of the Rhode Island institution 
by a 13 to 12 score. The Prep team led 
17 to 6 at half time, dropped behind when 
Providence scored a touchdown in the 
third quarter and pulled out the game 
three plays before the final whistle 
■ when Bery Voyer stood on his own 38- 
yard line and tossed-a, forward pass over 
the goal line to Fleck for the winning 
touchdown.'
I ST. JOHN'S PROV. COLLEGE.
; PREP (13) FRESHMAN (12)
McDonald; Callahan. 1. e........................
...................r. e., Bamahan, Hagstrom ■
Brads’. 1. t.........................r. t.. Davin, Smith
( Car, De Marco, King. 1. g............... ...
........................ .  r. g., Boboras, M. Britto
Trask, Nieketakis, Moss, c........... ,.........
...........................  ■ .c., Abrams' Hubbard
De Maio. r. g............. 1. g., J. Britto. Lekakos
Lundgren, Martin, Shields, r. t.............
........................................... 1. t.. Andrews
Cassidy. Fleck, r. e. .1. e.. Gill, Nelson, Caret?
Savage, q. b...........:,.. ,q. b„ Soar, Belliveau
Gallo. Cummings. Gagnon, ). h. b.........
................ ...........r. h. b.. Angelica, ■ Fisk •
Sheeran. Voyer. r. h. b...................’.........
.....................1. h. b„ Rouschenbach. Soar
j Cohee, Walsh, Harding, f. b.....................
............................f, b., Vitullo. Vaudreull
Score by periods: -J 2 3 4
St- John’s Prep.................. 7 0 0 6—13
Prov. College Freshman.... 6 0 6 0—12
Touchdowns—Sheeran, Fleck. Soar 2.
'Points after touchdown—Gallo placement).
1 Feferee—John Mitchell: Umpire—John John­
son: Linesman—John Burke. Time—Two 12 
and two 10-minute periods,
Game played: October 27,1933
[Providence College Freshmen 
J Lose to St. John s Prep 13-12
Forward Pass in Final Minute 
of Pfay Wins for Danvers
School. '
FRIAR FRESHMEN
Lateral Pass, Beiliveau to Soar, 
Nets Dominicans Winning 
Touchdown,
1 (Special to tire Providence Journal) 
Franklin, Mass., Nov. 3.—Balked in
three line thrusts from within, the five- 
yard line in the second'period, the Prov­
idence College freshmen team took to 
the air here this afternoon to score a
, touchdown with Hank Soar, Pawtucket 
luminary, on the receiving end of a 
lateral from Bay Belliveau which netted 
a 6 to 0 triumph over the Dean Academy 
eleven. The victory was the third in 
four starts for the Friars.
Dean, fresh from a 19 to 6 victory over 
the Navy plebes a week,, ago, was unable 
to cope with the formidable running , 
and passing attack of the Dominicans, - 
and for the most part of the game was 
on the defensive. The only real threat 
the locals offered was at the start of the 
fourth period when they marched to the
- Friar four-yard stripe only to be held 
I for downs with the ball but an inch from 
, the goal line.
With Soar as the spearhead of the at­
tack, the Friars staged a. strong run­
ning game throughout the clash. Soon 
after the start, of the game, the Friars 
opened a march into Dean territory only 
to be halted when Clary Haskell, former 
New Bedford high all around performer.
, intercepted a pass on his own 10-yard
. line. Play for the remainder of the pe- ! 
riod was nip and tuck.
! As the second period started, Haskell 
punted and Soar ran the kick back to. 
midfield. Then the Friar offence clicked
S at top speed with Soar passing to Belli- 
veau for nine yards and Vitullo smash­
ing through fight guard on two succes­
sive plays for gains of 20 and 14 to give 
the Rhode Islanders a first down on the 
Dean seven-yard stripe. Vitullo hit cen­
tre for a total of three yards' in two 
tries, hut the gain was' offset when a 
Friar backfield fumble put the ball back 
on the eight-yard line.
Then, on the fourth down, the Friars 
staged one of the pretteist scoring plays 
; seen, here In years. A backfield reverse,' 
Rauschenbach to Belliveau, drew the 
Dean secondary to the left and Soar 
raced to the right to take k short lateral 
pass from Belliveau and scampered 
across the goal line without a single 
Dean player laying a hand on him. 
Davin’s try for the extra point by place- 
ment missed the crossbar by inches.
The Friar defence had its chance tO| 
thrill the large crowd as the third period , 
drew to a' close. Brucado broke through 
the line, reversed his field and ran 40 
yards before being hauled down by Ben 
Abrams, Friar centre. Three line thrusts 
netted another first down for Dean and 
! then Sacco broke away for 14 yards and 
a first down on the Providence two-yard
-------------- - Ll,-.: -I,. .
ame played: November 3,1933
i on yas «toPJ’ed for no gaiii as the period ended. Two more line thrusts
■ were hurled back as a fighting Provi­
dence line, led by Capt. Davin and
! backed by Vitullo and Rauschenbach 
offered stonewall resistance. On the 
fourth try Brucado drove at right tackle 
only to be shopped one inch from the 
a filial line as the Friars took possession
and averted a tying score.
' Tlie entire Providence team turned in 
a fine all-round game, with the backfield
■ quartet of Soar, Vitullo, Rauschenbaoh’ 
and Belliveau, who played- without sub­
stitution, as the standouts.
The summary:
I PROVIDENCE COL- DEAN
j LEGE FRESHMEN (6) ACADEMY ,0). i
SH-J- w.................. ....................
Lekakos, 1. g................................r. g Meehan,
Abrams, c.................................... c Krueger-
Boboras, r. g. ......................], g Mumadore!
Davin (Capt.), r. t......................1. t.. Turcove
Hanahan, r. e...........1. e., Martowsky:
, Belliveau, q. b................................. q b,, Sacco-
Soar, 1. tl. 0. . . ...... .......r Iq b Brilpeirtn
S,afu?,ch'?bha<:h’r' h-...........1 h- >>’•• Wei5°h
Vitullo, f. b.. ... . .........................f. b., Haskell
Score by periods .... J 2 3 4
Providence, '37........... 0 fi n orTouchdown: Soar. ' °~6
„ Substitutions: Providence—J. Britto for 
«%*» tor Drakes, Nelson for 
ffilJ, Bouzan foi Smith, Hagsttom for Bana- 
han. Andievs for Bouzan, Bubbard for Ab i a 1718.
f(i? Martowsky, McGee'for'
• lLfo™Turcove’ Giavardi for Mee- .
S,r. 41 Pluma3ore, Peiffenbach forWeison, McCarthy for Sacco, Sacco for Has- : 
kell. Howe for McGee.
Referee — Carrigan. Umpire — Dunlin
Head Linesman-—McDonough.- Time—15- 
j minute penodfe.^
Friar Freshman Coach
Coach Joe McGee Star Athlete 
at P. C. During Under­
graduate Career.
; The first Freshman football eleven in 
the history of Providence College is en- • 
joying a fine season with four victories 
in five games played and owes much of 
its success to the man in the back­
ground, Coach Joseph McGee. Coach Mc­
Gee is an alumnus of Providence Col­
lege, having transferred from Holy Cross 
in his Sophomore year to study at the 
local institution. He played a promi­
nent part in the building up of athletics 
at the local college, earning six varsity 
letters in three sports during his under­
graduate athletic career.
Another honor which is held solely by 
Coach MdGee is that of having been 
elected captain of the varsity football 
team twice in consecutive years. In 1921 
McGee captained the first Friar varsity 
eleven and played at right halfback in 
the two contests scheduled for that year. 
The Friars dropped the first contest to 
a strong Boston College aggregation 25-0, ' 
but came back to win their first major j 
victory from M. I. T. 6-0.
» « •
,1 InJ922 McGee was again elected to i
llead the Friar gridders and won a rank 
on the All-New England team of that 
[year. The Friar 1922 record showed five 
triumphs and two defeats with victories 
over Lowell Textile, C. C. N. Y„ Connecti­
cut State, the big upset of that schedule, 
Coast Guard Academy and St. Stephen’s, j 
The losses came at the hands of Boston ’ 
College and Holy Cross. In the Holy Cross 
game the Friar yearling coach played 
against. Archie Golembeskj, under whom 
he was later to work as end coach of 
the Friar varsity.
During the campaign of that year Mc­
Gee alternated between left end and his 
halfback post. His last year of competi­
tion found him holding down the left 
halfback position on the varsity.
McGee prepared for college at Woon­
socket high where he played football un­
der Frank Keaney, present coach at: 
Rhode Island State. After graduation 
Joe enrolled at Seton Haji Prep and then 
spent his freshman year of college at 
Holy Cross, coming to Providence College 
In 1921. At Woonsocket Joe began his 
career as a leader when he was made 
captain of the northern Rhode Island 
eleven.
» * «
Football is not the only sport in whicn 
Coach McGee is at home for he also won 
letters in baseball and played on the in­
formal basketball team which preceded 
the Dominican college's entrance into 
major competition in this field. During 
; the 1922 baseball season McGee was the 
Friar first sacker and in 1923 and 1924 
played at second and at third. The mem­
orable incident of the ’23 schedule was
the Friar victory over Dartmouth.
Friar Yearling Eleven
Compiling Good Record
Francis’ Holland was captain of the 
nine and alternated with Joe at tWrd 
and second. McGee was one of the pu
I pils on Jack Flynn’s first P.O. baseball 
team when Jack took over the eoachU., 
reins in 1924, and starred in.that'
I able ' 20 inning game with the Brown
1
 University nine.
McGee graduated with the classot 
1924 with a degree of bachelor 
osoohv He took a post-graduate course 
at the Harvard School of Business Ad­
ministration the next year. Before tak 
ing a coaching post at Prov ™'
lege, Joe had decided success in handl ng. 
semi-pro elevens, turning out a few 
State champions. Two years ago last 
coach 6f tSia^-Varsify and de^d
’ SerSl -pnr and
■peter Gilligan. , , , .
T sst fall McGee received the appoint-
mentdaSoutrlfteamTh^hhaCsh compiled
W«e one the most favo^ble records , 
of any yearling group ln Fn p 
joe has beenlS the
j ShX^i -jxT A—"
mack, both ot whom _ „ The record
their playing dayts, 3, to date is-
of the Freshman team to date is ........ Q
=rov, College ’3T--- ’ Boston college '37. . 0
CollTe Academy. 0
FRIAR FRESHMEN 
PlAY AT POHTEANB,
Providence College Yearlings I 
to Meet Bridgton Team 
Armistice Day.
! In the encounter with Boston College
Freshmen the Black and White yearlings 
handed the Eaglets thier first setback 
Of the season by a 7-0 score, “Hank” 
Soar, Rhode Island’s outstanding school­
boy athlete of last year, pulled this 
game out of the fire for the Friar fresh­
men when he heaved a 45-yard aerial 
fco AI Hagstrom, ex-Gloucester high lu- 
jminuary, who made a spectacular catch 
behind the Boston goalline for the only 
tally. Capt. Davin converted the point. 
"Hank” Soar again came to the fore in 
Hie St. John’s game, reeling off a 70- 
yard run for a touchdown and taking a 
pass from Belliveau for the second score. 
St. John’s tallied in the first and last 
periods and kicked, the point-after to 
take the game, 13-12, Soar and Belli­
veau were instrumental in the third 
’Friar victory when Soar scampered across 
the Dean goal line untouched on a clever 
lateral pass from. Belliveau.
1 Coach Joe McGee is taking his squad 
' to Maine with high hopes and believes 
that, barring unforeseen circumstances, 
they should defeat the Bridgton Acad­
emy eleven. The academy, eleven is 
,coached by Fred Ellis, former Tufts star, 
who has a fine team this year which 
| has gone undefeated to date. Most of 
the players hail from Massachusetts and 
• have been on an All team during their 
; high school careers. Two regulars are, 
from Portland, both former captains of 
! Portland high teams. The game is being 
’sponsored by the Harold T. Andrews 
Post of the American Legion and Is’ 
; billed as the biggest Armistice Day foot- 
: ball attraction in the vicinity of Port- 
land.
. Coach McGee will take a squad of 22 
'players with him tomorrow and the 
team will leave directly for Portland 
working out on the Portland high field 
upon arrival.
With a very favorable record to date 
holding every Indication of victory in 
their next contest, the Providence Col­
lege Freshman football squad will leave 
Fiovidence tomorrow for Portland, Me., 
to meet the strong Bridgton Academy 
team on Armistice Day. The Friar year- 
won thres of their four games
.played thus far, with the Yale Jayvees, 
»iie,-?°WeLfu3 Bosfcon College Freshman 
till-11 <a?,d the Dean Academy team as 
their victims. The lone defeat was by 
htargin of one point,and came at 
the hands of the St. John’s Prep aggre­
gation, 13-12................... ;
. Several former schoolboy stars are on 
the squad and their fine work this sea- f 
son holds promise of better ’Varsity com- ./ 
^nations at the Dominican institution 1 
>h the future. Followers of the Black ' 
and White are watching with interest 
the progress of the yearlings with future 
Varsity teams in mind. In the game 
.with.the Yale Jayvees the two outstand­
ing men were Ray Belliveau, former 
Fitchburg high three-sport star,. who 
tallied the single touchdown of the 
game, and Leo Davin, three letterman 
from New Haven high, who kicked the 
point, and has since been elected cap­
tain. This is a singular honor which 
has been bestowed upon the 190-pound ■ 
six footer from Connecticut as it is the 
first time that a Freshman team has 
elected its own leader. The procedure j 
ln sP°fts has been for the athletic ’ 
authorities to appoint captains with the i 
co-operation of the coaches. i

Academy ^tX"
pjaaium Saturday afternoon is Captain Leo Davin -fArR 
New Haven, Conn, gridman, who is holding down Z 77 
position. Davis'is considered one of the best all around*^’6 
letes ever to appear in Connecticut schoolboy circles.
! uMlfe the Fairbanks at j
' met some sturdy and rugged onnosi- and a ?8°' T1 y are CaPta!n Davin 
• tlon this, season in its grid fambSs and Andrews. The two wingmen
aver the state, but itit eSemrtv Gill> balance off
: doubtful if it has faced so bi°- and u* atuF° and 171> not SpeciallyPowerful clubaLT^toW afcod’fefe1 to be Ve?y
■Armistice Day afternoon at the Sta- Tbl i 'S' i ,
oium when it opposes the Providence jjyeau anair ^t^y-3uat^terb,ack Bel- 
Gollege freshmen outfit in a contest i ”e b\v 47ala4ic star l^t year 
put on under the ausnices -of ih„ , , state- carries his ngAmerican Legion P " °f the Uglotly. and the half
According to the dope received no ?■ *?’ “ , consldfred good blockers
i the Friars’ freshies the Rhode £ 7P 9e scaIes at 180 and 191. vftulio 
landers have not only a fart but also the f4lbtack’ 15 the heaviest man on
a heavy eleven. The line built un tha. stal't>pg team, weighing i88. 
of players mainly from Massachtisetts ti Tbus wlth this weight backing-up 
and Rhode Island highand nTF thelL reputed speed and deception ft
I schools, averages an7v7 180 pound! S°Uld, seem at a 8'lance “the
i per man, and the backfirtd is bmd Providence eleven would be all and 
■ • r?-U“d lightCT- Abrams, the htod^ Brids'ton could ■
j is. the smallest1'Un"' of^a’d'"1' T^F has a 
■remainder of the. forward'"wah b Two as E)1;s’ teachings as well
*• .ctoA • ; • - • - ■■; ! ■ _ _ -----------X7--
Portland(Me.) PRESS HERALD
Bridgton Turns To 
& Open Offense j
Special' Despatch to The Press Herald
North Bridgton, Nov. 7 — The 
Bridgton Academy gridders were
sent through a rugged afternoon of ' 
conditioning today with much signal 
drilling and quick-starting practice. 
Ellis spent much of the time with 1 
his kickers and passers as well as 
equipping' his team with several new 
play combinations to use against its ■ 
Saturday opponents, Providence Col- . 
lege Frosh. He found his passers had [ 
been leading the receivers too' much 
on most of their throw's and making 
it look as though the wings and ' 
backs w'ere too slow in getting down 
under- the tosses. . His kicker. A1 
Besco, got off a couple of tough boots 
last week-end because of the oppos­
ing linemen hurrying him and Ellis 
held a watch on him today to speed 
up his timing.
Famiglietti, who has been doing the ■ 
most of the booting this season has 
a knee injury which, although not 
hindering his running game, has 
practically ruined his punting for 
some time. He cannot straighten out 
his leg under the ball but is forced 
to kick with his knee hooked. This 
detracts too much power from his 
boots and he gets hardly any dis­
tance. .
There will be a scrimmage Wednes­
day, if everything holds out as promised i 
with .blocking and tackling featured. 
The blocking of the linemen filling 
up holes left by pulling out and the 
blocking and protection on kicks and 
passes will receive a good going over. 
The reserves will be outfitted with 
the Providence Frosh formations and 
plays so that they will be able to run. 
them against the varsity and give the 
regulars a chance to get acquainted 
with the appearance of the Friars’ 
cub’s offense.
Ellis is planning to stress a more 
open game Saturday and leave off 
his ultra-power plays in favor of lat­
erals and wide sweeps. Jp to date the 
team has depended a great deal upon 
the husky line to open up holes for 
the backs but because of the size f 
their coming opponents the boys will 
have to leave off their plunging game 
?nd take to the ends and air for their 
victory. At least that is what the 
general appearence of Iheir practice 
sessions has pointed to.
Legion Staging Battle 
At Stadium Saturday
Stellar. Providence Frosh Eleven To Stack 
Against Bridgton On Holiday—Great School­
boy Athletes In Both Aggregations
Though the two State Series games next Saturday are 
well up-State at Waterville and Orono, Portland has no cause 
to be envious as a battle between two “great” elevens is slated 
to be played right here at the Stadium on the afternoon of 
the holiday. On that day, a team which is termed the greatest 
Freshman grid machine in the history of Providence College 
is to stack up against Fred Ellis’ Bridgton Academy moleskin 1
i aggregation, certainly.,one of the greatest, if not actually the ,
■ greatest"prep school team in the State thi\scason. It will be
the annual gridiron classic sponsored by the Harold T. An­
drews Post, American Legion. _ A\u
Of the many' outstanding coll®S® 
freshmen, semi-pro, prep and high 
school games conducted unuer tne 
direction of the Legion Post in the 
past none as an attraction over­
shadowed this clash between teams 
which came up to their games Satur- 
i day with undefeated records.
' Fast growing athletically. Provi­
dence College is beginning to attract 
some of the finest schoolboy athletes 
thrd'^hout New England and beyond. 
One of these stars for whom a brii- 
iliant career in various branches of 
i short is predicted before graduating 
ifrom the college down in the metrop- 
lolis of Rhode Island is Ray Belli­
veau. As a three sport man at Fitch­
burg, Mass, High a year ago, Belli­
veau was rated as the best ail around 
schoolboy athlete In the Bay State. 
He is ? halfback in football, a for­
ward in basketball and a second 
baseman on the ball club and he is 
'as brilliantly adapted to playing any 
of the three.
Another Friar Yearling who is fig-
■ ured to cause/ plenty of trouble for 
Bridgton next Saturday is "Hank”
1 Sdkr, of Pawtucket, who was voted 
Rhode Island's premier interscholas- 
i. tic athlete for the past two years,
;-i He too is a three sport man but is 
i at his best’In football, he being a 
backfield man. One of the most re­
cent of his spectacular feats was 
turning in a 71 yard dash from scrim-
■ mage to score against St. John's 
- Prep.
That Providence College is attract­
ing players from beyond the borders 
' of°New England is attested to by the 
' fact that bpth Len Hubbard and Bob 
' "Happy” Rauschenback,. wno will 
probably sefe action against Bridgton 
as a halfback and center respective­
ly, hail from Covina, Calif. For the. 
present at least .Hubbard has to be
content with the role of understudy 
1 to Ben Abrams, scrappy Providence 
native who is regarded as the most 
aggressive pivotman developed in 
years. . „
Against this array. Coach “Fish 
Ellis of Bridgton Academy has a
Husky Providence Frosh Who Play Here Armistice Day
Line, left to right: Alfred Hagstrom of Gloucester, Mass., right end; Captain Leo Davin of New Haven, Conn., right 
tackle; James Boboras of Providence, right guard; Benjamin Abrams of Providence, center; Peter Lekakos of Cambridge, 
Mass., left guard: Harry Andrews of Newport, R, I., left tackle; Edward Gill of Providence, left end.
Backfield, left to right: Raymond Belliveau of Fitchburg, Mass,,'quarterback; Bob Rauschenbach of Covina, Calif., 
left halfback; Richard Vitullo of Warren, R, I., fullback; Henry Soar of Pawtucket, R. I., right halfback.
i husky band of fonneY high school 
stars, too, who have had plenty of 
experience. Most of the Bridgton boys 
come from Massachusetts schools in 
or around Boston, and most of them 
have been on an AIL team.
However, Portland boys hold down 
two places on the regular eleven, both 
of them former captains of Portland 
High elevens. One is Jimmy Dodwell, 
who is playing at end, and the other 
Eddie Seay who is a running guard. 
Both have played very fine football 
this year for the prep team.
A former local coach, Ered Oster­
gren, has one of his boys on the team 
also, a guard, Bullock, though he -is 
not a regular, having been nosed by 
Davis, from - Lexington, Mass., and 
Seay. Besco, Berkeley, who was cap­
tain last year and a fullback, Wells, 
this year’s leader, Roffman, and Shee* 
han. both centers, comprise the rest 
of the line and represent Bay State 
schools.
Bridgton’s powerful and clever 
backfield of Dyer, Buckley, Flemigil- 
ietti, and Ike Sheehan, should give 
the Providence backs a great run for 
their money for top honors. AU 
starred in high school, and have 
stood out prominently under Ellis’
' careful tutelage. Bill Woodward, an­
other Portland gridmen, is a substi­
tute fullback to Flemigilietti, and he 
also may see service during the Prov­
idence clash.
FRIAR FROSH KAT
BRIOOIONfilOO
■ .................——........... —■ -....
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Portland, Me., Nov. 11.—The Provl- 
dence College Freshmen football team 
stopped the victory march of Bridgton 
Academy here today at the Portland Sta- 
' dium by setting down. Fish Ellis’s team 
in a bitterly fought battle before a shiv- 
i ering crowd of fans by a 6 to O score. 
Scoring in the second period, the Friars’ 
Frosh staved oft' Bridgton’s threats, and 
nearly put over another touchdown of 
their own, the attack dying out on the 
Three-yard line when Bridgton held des- 
ipera tely.
1 The Friars boasted a strong line, and a 
i flashy backfield that exhibited two out­
standing, backs, Soar, a brilliant runner 
I and passer, and Vitullo, a human batter­
ing ram. These two standouts were 
'prominent in the Providence victory, and 
'they sparkled all day, along with Andrew 
land Davin at the tackle berths and 
Abrams at centre.
, A beautiful kick by Soar and a short 
hoist by Besco, Bridgton end, on the re­
turn hoot, put Providence in scoring po­
sition on Bridgton’s 40-yard line. Here 
the Friars lost five yards on a lateral 
ion the first try, but Vitullo gained three 
' back. A pass from Soar to Rauschen- 
back put the, ball on the 19-yard line, 
and from here Vitullo crashed to the 
four-yard line on spinners and fake spin­
ners. Four plunges then were neces­
sary before he finally went over. Dav- 
in’s try for extra point was wide of the 
mark.
i Bridgton got two o.v attacks well
under way, but each fumbles hurt 
■ their chances. Eddie Seay of Portland 
■stood out brilliantly in the Bridgton 
line, as did Ike Shehan and Flemigli- , 
etti in the backfield.
The lineup:
PROVIDENCE (6) BRIDGTON (01
Gill. 1. e............. ..........................r. e., Besco
Andrews, 1,    ...r. t., Well
'.Lekakas, 1. g............................. r. g„ Seay
Hubbard, c..................................................... c., Poffman
Baboras, r. g..........................  ...1. g., Davis
Davin. r. t...............................1. t„ Berkeley
Bannahan. r. e...........................1. e.. Dndwell
Belleveau. q. b...............,..q. b., T. Shehan
Soar. 1. h, b............... . ...r. h. b„ Buckley
Rauschenbach, r. h. b............... 1. h. b.. Dyer
Vitullo, f. b .....................f. b., Flemigiletti
Score by periods........... 1 2 3 4
Providence ....................... 0 6 0 0—6
Touchdown—Vitullo. Referee—Lavis. LoyT 
ola. Umpire—Fitzpa' 'ck, B. C. Head Lines­
man—Conroy, Fordl o.
Providence rreltaiB
. . . . ' ■? . ■ 'I
Defeat Bridgton, 6-0
Put Over Touchdown In Second Period 
To Win Bitter Struggle At Stad­
ium Before Small Crowd
By Frank E. Curran
Bridgton Academy’s final bid to retire undefeated this 
season was checked on the Portland Stadium gridiron 
Armistice Day afternoon by a burly and powerful Providence 
College Freshman team before 500. shivering fans by a 6 to 0 
score. Balked by a potent line and by their own fumbles 
which always seemed to bob up just when they started to 
click, Bridgton’s forces couldn’t get together a concerted of­
fense to even up for Providence’s touchdown assault in the 
.second quarter that, .produced the victory.
....
Q.
®e Played: November 11,1933
Portland(Me J PRESS HERALD
A long kick and a short kick told j 
in'. a nutshell the story of the Friars'! 
victory. The long one, and it was a' 
beautiful one, was by Soar, Provi­
dence’s flashy back and best ball car-J 
tier, for 61 yards and put Bridgton’ 
with its back to the wall on its own, 
three yard line. Then ca.me the short 
one by Besco, a boot that traveled 
bu„ 30 against the wind, and gave’ 
Providence the one opportunity it 
needed to tally.
. When it. got the chance, the Friar, 
offense dented the Bridgton line with 
enough frequency with the aid of 
one pass to march over for the tally 
that was to win the game. Bridgton 
tried mightily to even things up dur­
ing the rest of the ball game, but 
against a much heavier forward wall 
and a team well drilled against an 
aerial game, Fish Ellis’ outfit found 
'itself balked : when the goal line 
loomed befo/w'lt.
The battle .'was grimly fought, but 
.not particularly’spectacular. With the 
weight on its side, Providence stuck 
pretty closely to power plays with a 
spinner and reverse tucked in now 
and then, Bridgton tried all its tricks, 
and they worked in spells wonder­
fully, but' not consistently, so that' 
while the scrap was a battle all the 
way, there was no streak of glittering- 
runs that threatened to develop into 
Jong touchdown jaunts. __ - V.-i
Vitullo Scoring Providence touchdown
By Staff Photographer
Here is the play that beat Bridgton Academy at the Stadium Armistice Day after­
noon as the Providence College Freshman team accounted for a 6 to 0 victory, ’
diving over the line at the left of the picture is chalking up. the touchdown a .er _ ■
had brought the ball to the one yard, line on a pass, and drives by the rovidence , 
ram. It. took four plunges from the four yard stripe for Providence to score ...c g 
doggedly fought off the heavier club, ------ -
£
"T57 Friars Tally
The only * scoring of the day came 
i the second quarter, when things 
'ere going' along somewhere near 
even. After Bridgton had ripped off 
a first down, both sides went to 
booting, the leather as the lines stif-j 
fened. Finally Providence got the oval 
on its own 36 yard stripe, , and Soar, 
a fine kicker and an even better 
passer, hoisted one into the wind. It 
sailed over Sheehan’s head, and 
Sheehan was well back for the boot, 
to land on the three yard line.
Bridgton was in a tight spot, and 
tried to work its way out by running 
from a. kick formation, hoping to 
catch Providence napping. But the 
Rhode Island boys weren't taking any 
siestas Saturday, and Besco finally- 
had to kick. Against the wind,' it was 
short and landed on the thirty.
Scenting victory, .Providence took 
to the air away after a lateral had 
lost five yards', and Vitullo regained 
three, and Soar tossed to Rauschen- 
bacii to 13 yards and the ball was 
on the 19 yard line. Here Vitullo, a 
human battering ram, took up the 
burden for Providence and on spin­
ners and fake spinners stormed to the 
four yard marker.
Bridgton stiffened there, and it 
took four rushes before Vitullo fin­
ally took the ball across the goal line. 
The kick by Davin for extra point 
was wide, of the mark, but as later 
events turned out, it didn't matter.
Bridgton tried desperately to score 
after that, and once, passing from 
the 25 yard line, got into a load of 
difficulty as Garbecki intercepted, 
Bridgton, however, held on the three 
yard stripe, and got out of trouble. • 
But if it did, it couldn't get Providence 
Into trouble, and despite flashes by 
Desautels and Ike Sheehan, wai 
forced to bow foi the firsts time thi^ 
season, as Providence turned, back It& j 
every attempt.
Backs Flash
Providence showed two very strong 
backs in Soar and Vitullo. They 
caused Bridgton plenty of worry, with 
Soar always a threat to get away on . 
a long jaunt. Fast and shifty, he was ' 
the most spectacular of the Rhode 
Island ball carriers, though Vitullo 
was by far the most powerful, bat,-
' jtering the Bridgton forwards for 
many gains. In the line, Davin and 
Andrews played well as did Abrams 
Rt center. -•
For Bridgton, Sheehan and Desau- 
tels got in several nice runs, with 
Dyer doifig a fine job of blocking for 
them. But Flemigiliett.i was the most 
potent with his bull-like rushes, and 
in addition played a sterling defen­
sive game. In the line, Dodwell did 
well defensively and Seay and Davis 
made a flock of tackles that caused 
grief to their opponents’ attack.
The summary:
Providence (61 (0) Bridgton Academy
Gill, Nelson, Carew, le re, Besco. Law- 
Andrews, Smith, It . rt, Wells, O'Neil
Lekakas, McNetta, Ig ............ rg, Seay
Hubbard, Abrams, c .. c,- Roffman, J.
................................................. Sheehan
laboras, Bouzam, rg .......... F ’'•■vis
Davin, rt .... It, Berkeley, ± .idiam
Sannahan, Hagstrom, re . le, Dodwell 
kelleveau, Desroces, qb . qb, T. Shee-
.............. . .............. han, Desautels
Soar, Angelica, Ihb . rhb, Bucklej’
............................................. Karonas
Rauschenbach, rhb . Ihb, Dyer, Pet-
....................................................... erson
Vitullo, Garbecki, fb . fb, Flamigilietti
Providence ................... 0 6 0 0—6
Bridgton ....................... 0 0 0 0—0
Touchdowns: Vitullo. Referee Davis, 
Loyola. Umpire, Fitzpatrick. B. c. 
.Head Linesman,.Conroy, Fordhami.'
The success of the first freshman; 
team in the history of Providence Co - 
lege this year is attributed not a little, 
to the outstanding performance of two, 
youngsters from California. Happy 
Rausenbauch, packing 180 poundss m a 
six-foot frame, and Ben Hubbard, 
about five pounds heavier, and a foot 
taller than his pal, promise to be a 
great help to the Friars for the next 
'three years. ____
Both boys were three sport stars , at 
Covina High in Los Angeles, starring 
on the football team that won the 
state championship, in addition to lank 
ing with the best basketball and base-, 
ball players in that section. Rausen- 
bauch’s great blocking in every game 
has made it possible for Hank Soar and 
Ray Belliveau to break away for long 
runs in every game They are the 
first two boys from California to en­
roll at Providence.
FRMWL1RGS
Eimiofll
Play Harvard Jayvees at Cam­
bridge; Banahan Moved 
to Left End.
The Providence College yearlings will 
terminate their.schedule this afternoon 
on Soldiers Field, Cambridge, where they 
will stack" up against the Harvard Jay- 
,1 v.iees in a game- which will start at 2:15 
o'clock. Coach Joe McGee will make few 
changes in his' starting lineup although 
injuries have slowed up several of his 
youthful stars. Ed Gill, former Moses 
■ Brown star, suffered a torn ligament in 
:the Bridgton game and will be replaced 
by Ed Banahan, New Haven high, who 
has been moved over from left end. Al 
Hagstrom, ex-Gloucester High athlete, 
■will be at right end, the post at which 
'lie alternated with Banahan in previous 
games.
The entire Freshman squad will leave 
for Cambridge- this morning by bus. 
With the possibilities of victory' about 
even, Coach McGee will use his -strong­
est, available lineup In an effort to take 
the Crimson seconds into camp by an 
early score. The Friar Freshman goal 
line has been crossed only by St. John's 
prep in the five games played and the 
team is determined to prevent the Crim­
son Jayvees from spoiling its fine record.
The lineup as announced yesterday 
after the Freshmen had finished a short 
practice is. Ed Banahan, left end; Harry 
Smith, left tackle; Pete Lekakos, left 
guard; Ben Abrams, centre; Jim Bobc- 
ras, right guard; Capt. Leo Davin, right 
tackle; Al Hagstrom, right end; Ray Bel­
liveau, quarterback; Hank Soar and 
Happy Rauschenbach or Walt Garbecki, 
halfbacks,, and Dick Vitullo, fullback.
Guests at Lou Little Dinner
F” “  — “ -::: =!« s4=’S
dence College; Bill Karaban, captain-elect, Brown football team; Bill Kutniewski, captain-elect, Providence College footba^team. ___
IMjBMS 
I TiF. P. C. FRESHMEN
Banahan Scores for Friar Year- 
lings on Long Pass from
Garbecki. ,
1 (Special to the Providence Journal.)
J Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 17.—The Har- 
waftl Junior ’Varsity football team main, 
tained its undefeated record today on 
the frozen gridiron at Soldiers Field by 
'holding, the Providence Freshman eleven 
do. a 6-6 tie.
A 25-yard jaunt by Braman Gibbs 
brought Harvard its only score early in 
.the second period, but Providence cam®
• back later in the same quarter to ti® 
’-.the count when Ed Banahan snagged » 
30-yard pass from Walter Garbecki to
taily.
Paul DeGive. 'Varsity hockey captain, 
tried Harvard’s point after touchdown, 
but the high wind deflected the ball. 
Dan Comfort, substitute centre, kept 
Providence from adding the winning 
point when he blocked the placement 
try.
Ray Belliveau. former Fitchburg high, 
star, and Nick Vitullo were outstanding 
in the visitors’ attack, while Gibbs. John 
Ware and Pierce Fuller dominated Har­
vard's attack.
The summary.
HARVARD providence
JAYVEES.(S) FRESHMEN 16)
Potter. 1. e.............................r. e., Hagstrom
Choate, 1. t ............................... . r. t.. Davi»_
Kidder. 1. g............................. r. g., Boboras
i Emory, c................................. c,, Abrams
’  Locke, r. g................................. 1. g.. Lekakos
Knowles, r. t............................. 1. t., Andrews
Housen, r. e...;......................I. e., Banahan
DeGive. q. b..........................q. b., Belliveau
■Ware; 1. h. b....... . ................r. h. b„ Soar
Gibbs, r. h. b.............1. li. b„ Rauschenbach
.Fuller, f. b.................................. f. I).. Vitullo
'Score by periods ........... 1 2 3 4
Harvard Junior ’Varsity... 0 6 0 0—B
Providence Freshmen....... 0 6 0 0—6
Substitutions: Providence—Nelson for Hag­
strom, Carew for Nelson. Bouzqn for Boboras,
Hubbard for Abrams,' Magnottja for Lekakos,
I Padien for Magnotta. Smith' for Andrews, 
Garbecki for Rauschenbach: Harvard—Sulli- 
; van for Potter, Barrows for Choate. Law­
rence for Kidder, Comfort for Emory, Blatch- 
ford for Locke, Woodruff for Housen, Hard­
wick for DeGive, Fletcher for Ware. 
Touchdowns—Gibbs, Banahan.
Referee—Jim Dully, Boston College. Um­
pire—H. A. Wiper. Ohio State. Linesman—S.
S Spellman. 'Periods— Four 10 minutes.
Game played: November 17,1993
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